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After three years of observations, the Task Force can sum up the status
of the Race/Human Relations Program in a few words - it's not working.
Although there are examples of good programs and committed, dedicated people
involved in the district, the Race/Human Relations Program, generally, is
viewed by teachers, students and parents as a waste of time and of questionable
value.


There are major programmatic and organizational problems with the Race/
Human Relations Program. Most serious of which is the finding that the current
race/human relations efforts is not a program, but a series of unrelated, dis-
connected activities. Contributing to the sad state of affairs which the Race/
Human Relations Program finds itself in, is the lack of priority or commit -
ment to this effort. Although the staff person responsible for the Race/Human
Relations Program reports directly to the Superintendent, in reality and in
practice, he does not have the authority to institute effective programs
throughout the district.


The report which follows summarizes the findings. The Task Force strongly
recommends to the Court that if voluntary integration is to succeed, a strong,
goal-oriented Race/Human Relations Program must be effectuated concurrently
with quality academic programs. During the first year of the Task Force's
existence, we received feedback that the race/human relations efforts needed
strengthening. Two years later, we do not see much progress. There were
complaints that the race/human relations activities were more form than
substance, that schools' staff went through the motions without any real commit-
ment or enthusiasm in what they were doing. It is our opinion that the status
of the Race/Human Relations Program has not changed.


The Race/Human Relations Program needs a major overhaul. Time, expertise
and effort must be provided this summer to revamp the race/human relations
effort to transform it into a substantive program. Experts are available in
San Diego who may be engaged to assist in this planning effort which would
include planned programs aimed at behaviorial results for both students and
teachers. Concurrently, the organizational structure and placement of the
Race/Human Relations Program needs to be changed and effective monitoring
and evaluation needs to be instituted.
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goal-oriented Race/Human Relations Program must be effectuated concurrently
with quality academic programs. During the first year of the Task Force's
existence, we received feedback that the race/human relations efforts needed
strengthening. Two years later, we do not see much progress. There were
complaints that the race/human relations activities were more form than
substance, that schools' staff went through the motions without any real commit-
ment or enthusiasm in what they were doing. It is our opinion that the status
of the Race/Human Relations Program has not changed.


The Race/Human Relations Program needs a major overhaul. Time, expertise
and effort must be provided this summer to revamp the race/human relations
effort to transform it into a substantive program. Experts are available in
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include planned programs aimed at behaviorial results for both students and
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REPORT
ON


ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY INSTRUCTIONAL EXCHANGES
AND


LEARNING CENTERS


This report covers Charge 2 from the charges issued to the Integration Task
Force by Judge Louis M. Welsh, to monitor, analyze and evaluate the Elemen-
tary and Secondary Exchange Programs and the Learning Centers to determine
what progress is being made toward the expansion of Elementary Exchange Pro-
grams and to determine the effectivess of all three programs.


ELEMENTARY EXCHANGE PROGRAM


Due to limitations of monitors, this component of the report is limited to
three of the five Exchange programs, Boone/Jones, Freese/Andersen and Curiel
Kennedy.


\


It can be said from the monitor reports that the new program at Freese/Ander-
son and the continuing program at Boone/Jones are very positive and it is
evident that the administrators and staff go to extra lengths to include the
community in their over-all programming. At the onset of the Freese/Andersen
program, the following activities to include parent participation were initi-
ated: parents were invited to ride on the bus route their children would
travel; a picnic was held so that parents could get together; and steps were
taken to assure necessary health care from each school's nurse or aide. Par-
ent involvement at Boone/Jones is limited and could be improved.


Presently, the Boone/Jones students use different reading texts, but next
year they will be on the A.G.P. program. As pioneers of the Elementary Ex-
change program, the teachers are willing and anxious to share their successes
and failures with other schools, but have not been contacted by many. No
students opted out of the Boone/Jones program nor did any students from
Freese. Four students from Andersen chose not to participate.


Students appear to mix well, both on the playground and during lunch. One
minority parent related that the family had moved out of the Freese attendance
area into the Andersen area because of negative perception about the program
at Freese for resident students. Although reluctant at first to allow her
child to participate in the program, she did agree and later commented as to
how delighted she was with the program.


There is still limited communication between inter-program teachers due to
the time element and no District sponsored opportunity. Teachers have to
use after-school or weekend time for this purpose.


Also, the achievement gap appears to preclude continued momentum by the more
gifted students, but the utilization of enrichment materials is an effort
to help the problem. Next year, the expansion of the A.G.P. program may re-
duce the problem.


The Curie/Kennedy Exchange is involved in the A:G.P. program this year and
arrangements have been made for the over-achieving students to have addition-
al learning opportunities. Both schools are using the same instructional
materials/programs and now both are on a year-round schedule ..


Student center activities provide sharing opportunities for the students with
continuity maintained by a single counselor sharing time between the two







1. The District should provide guidelines for health problem/medication needs
of students at receiving schools.


schools. No students opted out from the Kennedy Exchange, with only two
from Curie (for reasons other than anti-program).


Parent involvement is sought.


Conclusion: It is understood that a large expansion of the Elementary
Exchange program will be initiated in the coming year. This program, as it
is expanded, can continue to provide meaningful integration experience.


From information in the monitors' reports, we offer the following recommenda-
tions:


2. Do not leave administrators/teachers who are not positive about the pro-
gram in schools where there are present or anticipated Exchange programs.


3. Improve parent participation in Race/Human Relations functions and multi-
cultural components of the program.


7. Make provisions at receiving school for special program students, e.g.
ESL, Title 1, etc.


4. Standardize texts.


5. When possible, limit mlXlng multi-grade classes and gifted multi-grade
classes because of the achievement span one teacher must address.


6. Meaningful instruction should be provided for all levels of achievement,
not just a focus on one or two.


8. On a District-wide basis, provide opportunity for teachers in Exchange
programs to share successes and failures on at least an annual basis.
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SECONDARY EXCHANGE PROGRAM


This component of the report covers the following Exchange programs:
Madison/Morse; Lincoln/Clairemont/Henry; Point Lorna/San Diego; and
Memorial/Lewis.


At the high school level, this program has been beset with problems accord-
ing to monitor reports. It is our perception that the problems will continue
to affect next year's limited Secondary Exchange program unless solutions
are found.


The Number One complaint is late buses. During an interval from November 17,
1980 to January 30, 1981, bus arrivals and departures at Madison High School
were monitored on 16 separate days. Results show that 365 minutes were lost
due to late buses and that on two days, substitute buses had to be called
into service when the original buses did not show up. The lost time is a
substantial detriment to the student and forms a very negative perception of
the program in the eyes of parents. Teachers and resident students are also
adversely affected when late arrivals interupt classes already in session.


In the Lincoln/Clairemont/Henry program, students use the same materials, but
in some cases the instruction has to be slowed down to meet the needs of lower
achievers while extra programs sometimes cut into regular programming time.
Teachers have to use after-school time to plan programming and have a real
problem when they need to consult with a student's counselor at another school.


Students in special programs have trouble participating in an Exchange program
due to scheduling difficulties. Overall, very little interaction takes place
and students stay with their home school friends rather than mix.


At Point Lorna/San Diego, there are different supplemental texts relating to
the different requirements for students at the two schools. Part of a class
activity was to be a trip to Sacramento to observe the legislature, partially
funded by student fund raising and supplemented by the District. A monitor's
report shows that at the last minute, the District reneged on its part of the
funding and the class was unable to go. Some administrative (principal)
opposition to the Exchange program has been reported.


Many San Diego High minority students opted out of the program because the
instruction level was too difficult. One teacher said, "It was difficult
for them to participate academically and socially."


Very little to no effort was made for parent participation. No established
student friendships were observed.


In the Point Lorna/San Diego Exchange program, monitor reports show that some
parents were involved in arranging field trips and as class speakers and re-
sources.


The Memorial/Lewis Exchange program included only 22 students and suffered
from lack of interest and participation.


Teachers communicate in some of the Exchange programs, while in others there
is no communication.
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Conclusion: In its present form, the Secondary Exchange program provides
only limited, short-term interaction between students of different races/
ethnic groups. Academically, it is beneficial to the students enrolled.
Due to disappointing results, the Secondary Exchange program will be sub-
stantially revised for next year.


From information in the monitor's reports, we offer the following recommen-
dat ions:


1. Improve interaction among '.s-tudentsin the desegregation and resident school
programs.


2. Provide guildelines for health problem/medication needs of students at
receiving schools.


3. Do not leave administrators/teachers who are not positive about the pro-
gram in schools where there are present or anticipated Exchange programs.


4. Improve parent participation in planning and implementation of each
program.


5. Improve parent participation in Race/Human relations functions and multi-
cultual components of the program.


6. The District should provide planning/implementation procedural guidelines
for Secondary Exchange programs that are going to continue or be initiated.


7. Sufficient numbers of students to provide an integrated setting should
be involved in each program.


8. Much improvement is needed regarding bus scheduling in order to preclude
the hours of lost time due to late or "no show" buses. Note: This has
been a continuing problem since the onset of the Secondary Exchange pro-
gram with no improvement shown to date.


9. Standardize course requirements in Secondary Exchange programs that
will continue or be initiated in the future.


10. The District should monitor Secondary Exchange enrichment activities
offered in some courses at recruitment time to see that there is follow-
through of these activities.


11. Longer period of time needed at the Secondary level. Three periods are
not sufficient to achieve meaningful integration.


12. Provision should be made for teachers to consult each other, and coun-
selors at another school when the need arises.
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LEARNING CENTERS


Centers monitored: Grant, Stockton, Carver and Freese
This program provides excellent enrichment for those students participating.
One administrator feels that students who are scheduled to enter an Exchange
program might benefit from experiencing a Learning Center Program for at least
one year. "It would be like teaching children to swim. They are prepared for
the experience. They are not just thrown into the water to sink or 8Wim.1I


Cause for concern has been the lack of interaction among the Learning Center
and resident students. At some schools, this problem has been resolved by the
structured mixing on the playground.


Some teachers
tor's report,
nic putdowns.
dren do also."


still exhibit prejudice for minority students. To cite onemoni-
"I believe the teachers must be made aware of their subtle eth-
If I noticed them in my visits to the classes, I'm sure the chil-


Learning Center Counselors and Community Aides work hard on planning activities
to entice feeder school parents to the Centers, but few parents participate.
Only when their children are performing do they attend.


Parents express polarized feelings about the program. Some think it a positive
experience, others exhibit negative feelings.


Conclusion: It is our conclusion that the phasing out of the Learning Center
program in favor of the Elementary Instructional Exchange program will better
serve integration in the District. All monitor reports reflect the quality
of experience in Learning Centers and want the program continued.


If some of the Learning Centers are maintained, we offer the following recommen-
dations:


1. Eliminate the prejudice for minority students exhibited by some of the
teachers.


2. Improve interaction among Learning Center and resident students.


3. Provide District guidelines for health problem/medication needs of students
at receiving schools.


4. Do not leave administrators/teachers who are not positive about the program
in schools where there are desegregation programs.


5. Continue to try to improve parent participation.











REVIEW OF CAREER CENTER PROGRAM


Lincoln and Morse High Schools have Career Center programs.
For these two minority isolated schools, it was hoped that
the Career Center would function much like a magnet
program, attracting majority students to a special career-
oriented curriculum not available at other schools in the
district.
Career Centers were not originally developed as an inte-
gration tool. The program complemented the Regional
Occupational Program, providing additional specialized
instruction in specific career areas.
At Lincoln High School the program focuses on medicine and
health. Career opportunities as a biomedical aide, emer-
gency medical technician, nursing assistant and other
health care occupations are featured in the curriculum.
The Morse High School program is known as the Center for
Urban Studies, emphasizing law enforcement, government and
social services. The program was unofficially modified in
the fall semester 1980 to include an aviation and aero-
space curriculum.
Both the Lincoln and Morse programs offer on-the-job exper-
ience and internships, providing students with practical"
experience related to their chosen career goals. It
appears that both Career Centers have developed good
community support, including impressive lists of advisors
in the health care and aerOspace industries.


GOALS ATTAINMENT
In the 1980/1981 Desegregation Plan the Career Centers had
as a general goal a student mix of 60 percent majority and
40 percent minority.


The Career Center goals were formally expressed as follows:


Minority Majority Total


110rse 70 130 200
Lincoln 75 75 150 ,'I'


TOTAL 145 205 350
% 41 % 59%
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As of the first quarter of 1981, the results for enroll-
ment and ethnic balance goals were as follows:


Minority Majority


Morse 114 55
Lincoln 107 49


TOTAL 221 104-
% 68 % 32 %


Total
169
156
325


The program's performance to date has been the opposite of
established goals. Only 32 percent majority students are
in the program versus a goal of approximately 60 percent.
Also, it should be noted that 44 of 55 majority students in
the Morse program are resident students. Only about
majority 100 students, approximately 3 percent of Morse and
Lincoln minority student population, are actually
contributing to over-all integration efforts.


CAREER CENTERS AS AN INTEGRATION TOOL


The Career Center Program does not appear to be an
efficient or effective integration tool. Relatively few
majority students (104 students, of which 60 are non-
resident students) have been attracted to the program
at either Lincon or Morse High Schools. It also appears
that the Career Center student has little opportunity to
become involved with the over-all student population.
Career Center classrooms are generally isolated or'
separated from other school facilities. ~he curriculum
is typically divided into 2-hour or 4-hour blocks. In
order to meet bus schedules the student's on-ste non-
classroom time is minimal.


CAREER CENTER STAFF/FACILITIES
The administrators and teachers within the Career Center
Program appear highly motivated and dedicated to expanding
and improving the program. There is very little doubt
that students participating in the various career programs
are well-served.
Career Center facilities at Lincoln are being substantially
improved. The curriculum is being expanded to include
careers beyond entry level health care positions. The
developing aerospace program at Morse is currently usin~
inadequate facilities. Larger, shop-type, facilities are
required, but probably not affordable or feasible within
the near-term.


•
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MAJOR PROBLEMS
The recruitment of majority students is a major problem.
Counselors and teachers in majority schools are reportedly
uncooperative in assisting ~ith recruitment efforts. Both
high schools indicated massive and time consuming efforts
to reach majority students, with minimal results. It
generally takes meetings with 250 students to recruit one
for the program.
The public image of both Lincoln and Morse also impacts
recruitment. Even when students are interested in a Career
Center program, parents are often reluctant to allow them
to participate. While the negative opinion of these
schools is unjustified at this time, it has been a deterent
to program growth.
Also, minority non-resident students are effectively
precluded from participating-in the Career Center ~rogram.
In order for these students to·participate, two majority
students must be recruited. Because of the difficulty in
attracting majority students to these high schools this
procedure seems an unfair restriction on minority students
that could probably benefit greatly from the program.
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EXHIBIT Jj.


BROGRANS FOR ASIAN POPULATION


INTRODUCTION


As an element of Charge 7, the Overall Planning Committee undertook the


task to exolore the prop.rams for the Asian Pooulation. This reoort attempts


to reflect the present status of a program which is in its very infancy with


inadequate information available as a basis for evaluation and presents the


proposed Instructional P,ro"g;lLann for Indochinese Students that has been presented


to the School Board for implementation next year, with findings and re~ommen-


dations.


STATUS REPORT
An analysis of the present program for Asians revealed an enrollment of


5,078 students through out the District with one specialized center at Beale


which is funded under the Emergency School Aid Act., providing instruction for


274 elementary students, 95 of which are Indo-Chinese


At the Beale Center, snudents who soeak lmttle or no English are integrated


into the regular class room program and are offered a program of intensified


instruction in their primary languages and in English-as~a~second-language.


Examples of these primary languages are Vietnamese, Laotian, Cambodian and


Korean. The goal at the Bil~ngual Center is integrated learning and fluency


in two languages, not just one. The Center emphasizes developing an understand-


ing and appreciation of customs and values associated with the languages taught.


Students 8lso learn of the contributions made to society by diverse cultural


groups. Within this framework, there is a quality education in all basic


subjects. The Center currently has two Certificated Vietnamese teachers and'


one ESL Chinese teacher.







Programs for Asian Population - 2


The instnuctional and integration program of Beale Center features the


following:
) Students at the Center will receive ESL instruction from their


regu1ar classroom teachers. ESAA bilingual aides assist by providing


reinforcement and tutoring in other subject areas, enabling Indochinese


students to progress in all instructional areas at levels comparable to


their English speaking peers.
2) To supplement regular classroom instruction in English, the


Center will make efficient use of the few available certificated teachers


who speak various Asian languages. Students will be helped to meet the


challenge of integration by having their primary languages used for instruc-


t~on in bas~c s~ills until they are a&le to benefit from instruction in


English. Intensive ESL instruction will also be offered utilizing district


funds.
3) Small group instruction, using a team-teaching approach, will allow


Indochinese students and monolingual English-speaking students to participate


together in all other classes and activities, such as English language skills,


social studies, physical education, music, art, health, science, and human


relations activities.


4) Students share the customs, cultures, aand history of the IUnited


States, Indochina, and other parts of the world. In addition to reguJar


district and ESAA multicultural activities, all students will compare


various cultures during instruction that points out significant contributions,


through values clarification exercises, games, music, and celebration of each


others' holidays.
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Programs for Asian Population - 3


ELEMENTARY SECONDARY


Adams 169 Einstein 277
Birney 136 Kearney 288
Chollas 99 Hadison 329
Euclid 176 Hontgomery 304
Linda Vista 576 Mira Mesa 111
Montezuma 105
Carson 249
Meade 88


Activities at the Beale Center are monitored by ESAA staff. Site


records of indivmdual pupil progress on the appropriate continuum for each


student's language will be examined and analyzed annually during the project


years, 1980-85.


Interim evaluation via meetings with site personnel responsible for


implementation indicate that individualized instructional l~nguage objectives


have been identified for all project students and that records are being


appropriately maintained. Althouth quantitative data which address the level


of attainment of the objective are unavailable at this timeq qualitative


assessments by the site administrator and classroom personnel indicate that


the program is proceeding according to the specifications set forth in the


application. Site records of individual pupil progress will be examined and


Bvai~B~dd .mn.hhe ~ptmng.


The remaining 4,089 Asian students are scattered throughout the dmstrict


without the benefit of a specially structured program such as Beale with high


dens ity. in the following schools:


The bilingual needs of the students enrolled in the above-mentioned


schools are supposedly met by roving mnstructors who must respond to all of


the needs of the several schools within the assigned region. The regional


offices refused to provide any specific data on the scope of the wervices







PRograms for Asian Population - 4


provided, the objectives or the number of Asian participants.


Mr. Harold Wingard was appointed in late February as s spec~al~st


for the development and implementation of the Asian bilingual program.


A visit with Mr. Wingard confirmed that the Asian programs at all b~her


locations with the exception of Beale lack organization and direction


and their current status is incomprehensible •• His efforts have pri~arily


focused on the development of a program for uniform impl~~entation for


next school year. A comp of this program is attached for your review.


The Superintendent has recommended approval of the principles and components


of the program.


The program appears to be ideal if the cost is not prohibitiv in view


of recent reductions in educational funding. It is impossible to properly


evaluate the proposed program in the absence of a needs assessment or a


cost analysis.


THE FOLLOWING FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS IRE PRESENTED FOR· CONSIDERATION:


FINDINGS


]) Current Asian programs are inadequate to satisfy the district's


responsibility to educate Indochinese children to become participating,


contributing citizens of this nation.


2) While the proposed program for next year appears attractive, there


is an absence of data to establish needs or evaluate the cost.


RECOMMENDATIONS


2)
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OVEilALLPLANNING CQ!.lHIT'rEE


The 0 ,raIl planning committee took the charge from Judgy
,veishand sel ct ed areas which "ere not being covered by other
Task Force co ittees. This report covers char


-(


CHARGE FIVE: "Ho 'tor classroom achvity to deter ine whether
ther is instruction in oral comm,nication and of
what s ch instruction consists


communication instru
" '~lementary level.
-<,~~


ChargE SEVEN: "Honitor,


II
~~~~~~~~~~~~~'e( Oral Language


emuhasized at the
'IL J;\


,/I..... ~./ - 1-rrrt ~ - '-'11 yp ~ .3,
and evaluate any other program or


ch is a portion of the desegrtt"U.on
,hich, in he opinion of the Task Force
its attentio ."


See attached report Labeled A
RECONHEtrJJATION:


In response to charge 7, the commi tee agreed to explore the
magnet schools ( '111 nOha..'11~-theiP+erra).,,:z::eweepAGP apg


L~~~~~~~~~~~~~, Caree~ Cente,s in inority isolated
(
? ~schools, Jer Baker), and programs for the ian population.


(Elmice 1/i ton)1f.


-,:>,
Charge


attac~ed reports
~~fN


In response to ~ge 8, it has to be stated, as in previous
reports, that altho pgl7gFessbas been made t.oward eliminating", It {,..~ ,"- Asegregation in l't"Wi=~ero~'sc ools, there remains t.wohigh schools,
two junior high (O"Farrell ,-lillchange when SCPA comes in


)


Fall 1981.) and elementary schools wh ich have 80% or more


~,~I







minority students. That fact alone, makes it neeessary to state that
the overall plan nee~)careful attention and revie,,_ The district's
figures sho", that from 1976 to nm", 880 more majority students are
attending minority isolated schools. 517 of those studen.nt are
at t.wo schools, Gompers and ''iebster. 1'Iithout analyzing hO,'1many
students are resident versus incoming, it is apparent that the current
number is less than adequate to relieve segregation in the minority
isolated schools.


The c~:C~bb~~ is well a",are that the district's plan includes
programs wh ich provide desegrated experiences for students at
many of these schools: tnr·] ",,' ng learning centers', exchanges, Balboa
Park program and 6th grade camp. Ho,'Ner, because the intent~ of
the courts'¢ decisions ha~been to permanently{f~ieve the effects of
racial isolation, the District's plan is lacking. There is no
evidence of a plan ,;hich is designed to implement,in stages, programs
wh i ch w i Tl. inmire the desegration of minority isolated schools nor the
prevention of tipping schools becoming isolated. Rather, the District
seems to develop programs, hopes t.hey wo rk ,,cJ;l~i!:n'when they work ,


VJ-w'(".,.(".
•..Jlb:onder?1Vhatto do when they do not work, aftt:l gives the impression
J"i""y,£ "'iSh~ the wh oLe problem wou l.dgo away , This mode of planning


is not adequate,


The time has come for the di!strict to exp'zand the current
plan for Racial Integration by more specifically stating the
desegration plans for each isolated school including not
only proj ected enrollment goals, but how these goals ,viII
be met and what alternate plans ,viII be implemeted if the
goal is not m~t. A time line for eompletion of each stage must be
included so careful analysis of progress is possible. For example,
at Lincoln High School, the Career Center seems to have a healthy
'beginning"dth potentioih for expansion. Howev er , an this time,
the Center has little impact on the total school. Dow long will it
take for the Career Center to be a major force on the Lincoln
campus? One, two, or five years? What if after three years
notable change has not 'talceri place? ''!hatneeds to be done to
Lincoln High school to maJee it a possible choice for majority students?
Is it possible? Although these are diffiuult questions, w~i&hout
easy


2
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easy solutions, if they are not aslred there is no assurance of
progress in alleviating minority isolation.


Additionally, it "ould seems helpful to examine carefully
what. factors are contributin) to sahooLs wh tch are successfully
attracting students. \'Ihydo approximately 300 students chose
Encanto? Iloware they recruited? 1'lhatis the incentive? Can
it be iJ:uplicated? If not, why not? ~~C# ~d~


/


•


Progress has been made,but not enough. The Task Force
actcnowLedges the successes, applauds the many individuals who
are contributing their time and energies, and notices the increaed
focus of the Board on integration l'!u6sbiollS.


~,
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nROGRMIS FOR ASIAN POPULATION


INTRODUCTION


As an element of Charge 7, the Overall Planning Committee undertook the


task to explore the prop,ramsfor the Asian Ponulation. This renort attempts


to reflect the present status of a progran which is in its very infancy with


inadequate information available'as a basis for evaluation and presents the
\


proposed Instructional Prcqram for Indochinese Students that has been presented
~ '.


.to the School Board for implementation next year, with findings and recomrnen-


dations. •
STATUS REPORT


An analysis of the present program for Asians revealed an enrollment of


5,078 students through out the District with one specialized center at Beale


which is funded under the Emergency School Aid Act., providing instruction for


274 elementary students, '95 of whIch are Indo-Chinese
<.


At the Beale Center, students who_.speak little or no English are integrated


into the regular class room program and are offered a program of intensified


instruction in their primary languages and in English-as~a~second-Ianguage.


Examples of these primary languages are Vietnamese, Laotian, Cambodian and


Korean. The goal at'the Bil~·ngual Center is int~grated learning and fluency


in two languages, not just one. The Center emphasizes developing an understand-


ing and appreciation of customs and values associated with the languages taught.


Students also learn of the contributions made to society by diverse cultural


groups, Hithin this framework, there is a quality education in all basic


subjects. The Center currently has two Certificated Vietnamese teachers antI<'


one ESL Chinese teacher.







Programs for Asian Population - 2


The instructional and integration program of Beale Center features the
•


following:
1) Students at the Center will" receive ESL instruction from their


regu1ar classroom teachers. ESAA bilingual aides assist by providing


reinforcement and tutoring in other subject areas, enabling Indochinese


students to progress in all instructional areas at levels comparable to to


their English speaking peers.
2) To supplement regular classroom instruction in English, the


Center will make efficient use of the few available certificated teachers
,
~ "who speak various Asian languages. Students will be helped to meet the


challenge of integration by having their primary languages used for instruc-


ti6n in basic s~~lls until they are aole to benefit from instruction in


English. Intensive ESL instru;tion will also be offered utilizing district


funds.
3) Small group instruction, using a team-teaching approach, will allow


Indochinese students and monolingual Englfsh-speaking students to participate
c '.


together in all other classes and activities, such as English language skills,


social studies, physical education, music, art, health, science, and human


relations activities.
4) Students share the customs, cultures,Qand history of the LUnited


States, Indochina, and other parts of the world. In addition to regular


district and ESAA multicultural activities, all students will compare


various cultures during instruction that points out significant contributions,


through values clarification exercises, games, music, and celebration of each


others' holidays. .""
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Programs for Asian Population - 3


Activities at the Beale Center are monitored by ESAA staff. Site


records of indivmdual pupil progress on the appropriate ,continuum for each


student's language will be examined and analyzed annually during the project


years, 1980-85.


Interim evaluation via meetings with site personnel responsible for


imprementation indicate that individualized instructional language objectives


have been identified for all project students and that records are being
"appropriately maintained. Althouth quantitative data which address the level


of attainment of the objective are unavailable at this time", qualitative


, assessments by the site administrator and classroom personnel indicate that


the program is proceeding according to the specifications set forth in the


application. Site records of individual pupil progress will be examined and


The remaining 4,089 Asian students are scattered throughout the d~strict


without the benefit of a specially structured program such as Beale with high


dens tty: in the following schools:


ELEHENTARY s- SECONDARY


Adams 169 Einstein 277
Birney 136 Kearney 288


-Chollas 99 Hadison 329
Euclid 176 Montgomery 304


~--
Linda Vista 576 Mira Mesa 1
Montezuma 105 ..
Carson 249 --
Meade 88


The bilingual needs of the students enrolled ,in the above-mentioned


schools are supposedly met by roving instructors who must respond to all of


the needs of the several schools within the assigned region. The regional


offices refused to provide any'specific data on the scope of the gervices


"







PRograms for Asian Population - 4


provided, the objectives or the number of Asian participants •
•Hr. Harold Hingard ','asappointed in late February as B spec!llal!Lst


for the development and implementation of the Asian bilingual program.


A visit with }~. Wingard confirmed that the Asian programs at all b~her


locations with the exception of Beale lack organization and direction


and their current status in incomprehensible •• His efforts have prifuarily


focused on the development of a program for uniform imple~entation for


next school year. A comp of this program is attached for your revieB.


rhe Superinte~dent has recommended approval of the principles and components


of the program.


The program appears ,to be ideal if the cost is not prohibitiVe in view


of recent reductions in educational funding. It is impossible to properly


evaluate the proposed program .." in the absence of a needs assessment or a


cost analysis.


THE FOLLOIHNG FINDINGS AND RECOHHENDATIONS ERE PRESENTED FOR CONSIDERATION:


FINDING


~ 'Current Asian programs are inadequate to satiS~y the district's


.,~ sponaibility to educate Indochinese children to become participating,


contrt.uting citizens of this nation.


~2) While the oposed program for next year appears attractive, there


is an absence 0 data to establish needs or evaluate the cost.


RECO}l}lENDATIONS


]) Implementation of the pro ~sed program as specialized _guEts
"


equitably distributed through e district.if~he~st is


PTibjiv/ fo ~preme'Y"atifn al Y/Chq61 Ite. .
2) Extended d y and/or extended year progra with emphasis on


to expedite theiz preparation for integration


areaslearnin the English language and tutoring


egular


chassroom program.
>._-







After three years of observations, the Task Force can sum up the status
of the Race/Human Relations Program in a few words - it's not working.
Although there are examples of good programs and committed, dedicated people
involved in the district, the Race/Human Relations Program, generally, is
viewed by teachers, students and parents as a waste of time and of questionable
value.


There are major programmatic and organizational problems with the Race/
Human Relations Program. Most serious of which is the finding that the current
race/human relations efforts is not a program, but a series of unrelated, dis-
connected activities. Contributing to the sad state of affairs which the Race/
Human Relations Program finds itsel~in, is the lack of priority or commit -


b" l'l.l ,d Lol, o S"d.ment to this effort~·, Al[fibugh the staff person responsible for the Race/Human
Relations Program reports directly to the Superintendent, in reality and in
practice, he does not have the authority to institute effective programs
throughout the district.


The report which follows summarizes the findings. The Task Force strongly
recommends to the Court that if voluntary integration is to succeed, a strong,
goal-oriented Race/Human Relations Program must be effectuated concurrently
with quality academic programs. During the first year of the Task Force's
existence, we received feedback that the race/human relations efforts needed
strengthening. Two years later, we do not see much progress. There were
complaints that the race/human relations activities were more form than
substance, that schools' staff went through the motions without any real commit-
ment or enthusiasm in what they were doing. It is our opinion that the status
of the Race/Human Relations Program has not changed.


The Race/Human Relations Program needs a major overhaul. Time, expertise
and effort must be provided this summer to revamp the race/human relations
effort to transform it into a substantive program. Experts are available in
San Diego who may be engaged to assist in this planning effort which would
include planned programs aimed at behaviorial results for both students and
teachers. Concurrently, the organizational structure and placement of the
Race/Human Relations Program needs to be changed and effective monitoring
and evaluation needs to be instituted.







There is one area in which considerable progress has been made. The ITF and the Board
of Education have increased the level of inier-communicatian significantly. We would
like to emphatically state that the Board president in particular, and the Board members
have consistently been available, concerned and involved in the matters concerning
school integration and quality education. However, we recognize that the Board is a
part-time body attempting to fulfill the duties that require full time attention.


While the Board members are commended for their time and interest shown over the past
year, the initiative needed to cause changes in the areas of desegregation and quality
education has not been evident. Such initiative has came from the judge presiding over
the integration plan. The Board has not caused the central administration of the school
district to be proactive instead of reactive. Creative ideas which address the areas of
low test scores, mispreception of southeast schools, segregated schools and an inadequate
race/human relations program, should came from the district and not from the ITF and the
judge. Sc tar these ideas which have resulted in changes that could cause significant
improvement have come from the presiding judge and not from the school district. This
demonstrates, in our opinion, that there still remains a need for the Board to take full
control of the district's integration program and identify what gains it wants to see, when
it wants to see them and charge the superintendant with the mandate to deliver.


; ." .
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San Diego City Schools
4100 Normal Street


San DIego, CalIfornia 92103


.'; ,
CONSULTANT/RESOURC~ PERSON AFFIDAVIT*


.. • E. t representing myself or ..,........,-'S~.!D::.:i_-.:./..:I't:..··:.· -t-r-r-t-r-t-r-r-t-r- -r--=--.~::L;":'r--..:...~;.Ji
(agency or company title, 1f applicable)


I.


o he r-eby certi fy to the following:


8. I am not a~ employee of the San D1e80 Unified School District in any capacity.


b, I amnot a bidder or employee of a bidder on .echoo I distrlct. supplies, equipment, or services.


c. 1, or the agency which I represent, will not receive, directly or indirectly, benefits other than


agreed-upon consultant fee. B.a a result of the consultant-district relationship. (Example: Affiliation


with the publisher or manufacturer of instructional materials or equipment which Olsy be recceeended by


d. In additio~, while serving as • con8ultant for the San Diego City "Schools, I will not receive aalary or


remuneration from any other public agency for the specific calendar days worked (other than vacation p.y).


I ce rt.Lf y under pt"nal.tyof perjury that the foregoing 19 true and correct.


Executed th .. datc_-" ..:2",· ,-,S~-"<p",-,,,(!,=l!-'--..../,-+9-,,7....,?,--_at:_......dL;../JC:.· :.!17~<'f,L.£{~4!..1"". _t!!;..!.4~.,......,-.- _
(city, county, end statl')


*101;1 r ruc t t ons: Pleaae complete the statement above.
separate affidavits. (See Procedures
of consultants.)


If more than one consUltant 18 listed on front of form, u••
Nos. 4055 and 4055-1 for further information on employment


CONFLICT OF INTEREST CODE


Conflict of Interest. No person or agency may be employed as a consultant or resource person if such person or
agency will directly or indirectly influence dechions whith will benefit him/her financially. Disclosure shall
be required when. in the opinion of the Board of Education or the employinS official of the district, the
consultsnt is in a position to influence a district decision in which he/she might reasonably be expected to
have a financial interest. Disclosure shall include investments in, and income from a business entity or
activity involved' in selling or leasing property, materials, equipment, supplies, or services in any way "related
to the area(s) in which the consultant is rendering service. (See Procedures NOB. 4858 and 4858-1.)
Any administrator employing a consultant ••••• shall dete~ine whether disclosure is required on the part of
the consultant ••••• , depending on t.he nature of the assignment ••••• Such 4etennination shall be noted
on the "Consultant Service Request" (8,e Procedure No. 4055) and statement of e;conomic interests, when required,
shall be forwarded to the person~l~DiVision/Personnel Administration Depar~nt.


The Conflict ~f Interest Code of San Diego Unified School District and instruction "manual are available under
separate cover from the Personnel Divi.ion/Personnel Adminl.tration Department.


ltll'W0IITY TO CC!!T!AL1'


The authority to contract for consultaht and re.ource person service has beeD delegated by the Board of F.ducation
only to the luperlntend'ent, deputy 8uperintendents, assistant superintendents. controller, and Ichools attorney.
Can8equently, .pproval by the appropriate manager (indicated abo~e) is neceasary prior to the performance of the
.ervice. The Ioard is required by law,to ratify the contract8.


!!.?1!: Consultant sh'ould be infonEd that payment.!!!!. require two or eore week. to procel8 after perfot"IMnce of
se rvfce


.rr:ca/1llll
Iuue'a, 2/4/72
Revloed 5/2/78
Revloed 9/19/78
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Fran: A. J. McCutcheon, Jr. April 6, 1981
To: hdy IIcfunald
Subject: REPORT ON ORAL C<M1UNICATION


INSTRUCTION PROGRAM


In the charges issued to the Integration Task Force by Judge
\velsh, was one concerning the Oral Communication Instruction Program.
Specifically, the charge was, "monitor classroan activity to determine
whether there is instruction in oral communication and of what such in-struction consists." .


To comply with the Judge's charge, contact was first made at
the Educational Center, then later at a number of elementary and secon-
dary schools. The intent of this report is to provide a brief summary of
what I was told, what I observed, and a few personal reflections.


At the Educational Center, ~~ry A ..·Barr, Curriculum Consultant
for the Oral and Written Communication Instruction Program, and two col-
leagues, Gail Guth and Louise Pruett, were generous with their time in
explaining the development of the program and the manner in which it isoffered to all schools ..


school
duct.


The program began.in 1977 and since has been updated on a regu-
lar basis. The task of creating and packaging the instructional materials
and guides for the school system is the responsibility of specialists at
the Educational Center. The direct responsibility for. initiating and main-'
taining an oral and written communication program in every school rests
directly with the individual school Principal. In secondary schools, the
chain of responsibility than extends to a designated Vice Principal.


Each school is asked to appoint a key teacher to represent the
in planning sessions critical to the program's development and con-
All key teachers are responsible for the following:


d. Voluntary. attendance at District
oral ~ommunication activities.


Evaluation of and recommendations for the Oral C~nicationInstruction Program.


inservice classes in specific


a. Assistance to the Principal or Vice Principal in the design.
and coordination of inservice for site staff in oral cornrnun~-cation training.


b. Attendance at four open forums and four regular workshipmeetings.
c. Use of recommended teaching and assessment practices.


e.







w
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Each school is responsible for the development of its own site
plan. In every site plan there is supposed to be a measurable component
that will all~v for evaluation. The plans are to be designed to help all
students, K through 12, control and expand their oral language skills -
both speaking and listening.


The starting point for.the District~ Oral Communication Instruc-
tion Program is the recognition and acceptance of certain given conditions,
namely that the schools will receive students from homes, backgrounds,
cultures and social circles that will vary in nearly every respect. Some
of the variances will be reflected in speech patterns that differ greatly
from the speech of the wider corrmunity. Since the students engage in many
more hours of oral communications outside of school hours than they do in
their classrooms, the speech patterns they have developed with their friends
and families will be reinforced on a continual basis and may not be easily
altered.


Accepting those premlses, the program aims at getting students to
recognl~e that there are two different approaches that may be used in oral
expresslOn. One is standard or formal English, and the other is nonstan~
dard, or informal, or natural English. All. efforts are directed at prepar-
ing students to recognize instances. and situations (viz job interviews,
public presentations, business discussions, etc.) where standard English
is more effective and,to that end, to develop student proficiency in using
standard language.


At the same time, the rejection of natural language or dialects is
avoided in classroom conversations because it is believed that such rejection
would be regarded by some as a rejection of the students' horr~s, backgrounds,
friends, or a denial of their home culture. The program is targeted at help-
ing the students develop their abilities to recognize the difference be-
tween standard and nonstandard English, and to use standard English to serve
their social, educational and career needs in the broader world.


To complete the definition of the.program, it should be noted that
the Educational Center staff .does not believe that a successful oral communi-
cation program can be one that treats it as a separate subject that has an
entire school period devoted to it alone. Instead, they view it as an ele-
ment to be woven into or overlayed onto all or most other subjects.


In witnessing Oral Ccmnunications c1assesbeing conducted, visits
were made to Angier Elementary School, Baker Elementary School, Standley
Junior High School, and Lincoln High School. Additionally, several hours
were spent with a Junior High School Principal who has been personally in-
volved in the program at several levels. The bases for the school selections
were that they varied widely. in ethnic mix and all covered key teachers re-
puted to be responsible for very successful ongoing programs.


Angier Elementary School, in Serra Mesa, has a 61.9% white student
enrollment, with the remainder representing many ethnic groups. The majcr-:
it~ of the students are from enlisted rank military families.
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The class visited was a 28 student first grade, of mixed races.
The teacher's efforts were directed at getting the students to express
themselves fully, in complete statements, using standard English. A num-
ber of different aids were utilized including pictorial cards, felt boards,
and simple voice recording and playback. machine. The latter device is the
most popular among the students and is used in conjunction with poloroid
type snapshots. A student will view a snapshot and describe what he or
she sees. The voice sound is recorded on a strip of magnetic tape that
then is affixed to the bottom of the snapshot. .The taped snapshot then is
placed in a track on the recorder which. plays back the student's voice so
the oral description may be heard aloud.


The teacher reported that the popularity of the recording device
has such a strong, popular appeal among the students that it has produced
a very noticeable expansion of her students communicating abilities. While
all the tapes heard contained standard English, both the teacher and the
principal reported that the mix of races results in nonstandard English
being used on the playground. Their game plan is to train their students
to use language appropriate to the situation.


Baker Elementary School, .Southeast San Diego, is 10.3% white, with
a student population. that predominately is black. The class visited was 28
sixth graders who obviously enjoy the opportunity to express their thoughts
to the group.


The key elements in the success.of this class are that everyone .
is called upon to express himself and all are guaranteed the right to be
heard. The secret to making those elements possible are an
amazingly high level of control over the class by the teacher. She not only
has caused the class to speak in formal terms, but she also has taught them
to conduct themselves in what can only be described as a formal manner.


In complete contrast to the first grade class described earlier,
who are in the beginning stage of being exposed to group activity and group
communication, these sixth graders are independent and wordly in many ways.
To their great advantage, this particular teacher.has found.ways to capture
their attention and. respect, and to direct their abilities and ener~ies.
The spirit that pervaded the classroom can be best conveyed by the lnclusion
here of the group statement that the class recites en masse, standing, at
the opening of the class period, titled, "Our Creed", It says:


"I .have a right to be myself in this room. This .means that no
one will treat me unfairly because I am black, brown or white, fat or thin,
taIlor short, boy or girl •


. .


"I have a right to hear and be heard in this room, this means
that no one will yell, scream, shout or make loud noises.


"I have a right to learn about myself in this room. This means
that I will. be free to express my feelings and opinions without being inter-
ruptp.d or punished.
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"I am Some body
I am Ten Feet Tall
I am Loved."


All emphasis in this class is placed on use of standard English,
which the students utilize very well. Even in describing verbally their
recent out of school experiences,.which ranged. from visiting a circus to
witnessing in a ,nealby park an argument over drugs that culminated in a man
being shot, standard English was used throughout the hour .. It was interest-
ing to note that the students' manner of expression seemed very natural for
them, which is to say not the least bit stilted.


Both the teacher and the principal reported that Baker Elementary
School has been engaged in an Oral Ccmnunication Instruction Program for
about four years.


At Standley Junior High School, University City, which has a 77.2%
white student population, a combination seventh and eighth grade class was
visited. The.particular session witnessed was targeted at differentiating
between standard and nonstandard English (in this class the terms "formal"
and "informal" were used) and some exposure to ethnic nonstandard language.


It was noticeablethat.the nonstandard English used by the class
itself consisted mainly of contractions of words.and some slang terms,
which was a strong contrast to the nonstandard language heard at Baker Ele-
mentary and Lincoln High School .. Despite that fact, .which they acknowledged,
the teacher and the principal stated their belief that they are faced with
a challenge from nonstandard English. They accept its use when appropriate,
but stress the need for emphasizing the knowledge of standard English.


At Lincoln Hi~h School, Southeast San Diego, with 0.3% white
student population, a nlnth grade class of accelerated students was visited.
The class is reading Beowulf and discussing it.


The sessio!l opened. with a discussion of the chapter that had been
assigned for outside.reading •. The teacher lead the conversation in an exer-
cise in which the students provided modern synonyms and phrases as substi-
tutes for words in their reading tex~ The exercise seemed to be somewhat
of a drill in the interchange ability of standard and natural English. Dur-
ing the discussion the students would utilize standard English in a text-
book manner when quoting the author, then imrr~diately express their own
feelings in natural English that much of the time included the use of double
negatives in their sentences.


In discussing that obvious ambidextriousness with the teacher,
she opined that the optimum she may be able to look toward is creating among
her students.a solid acquaintenship with standard English and their recogni-
tion of instances when it can be used to their best advantage. It seemed
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abundently evident that she has been quite successful in moving her stu-
dents in that direction.


From the foregoing, it goes without saying that the school system
has an Oral Communication Instruction Program and that it is functioning.
The question that is begged, of course, will concern how well it is func-
tioning .. Like so many other things we have considered as a Task Force, .
that is a matter for conjecture.


It should be made obvious that.this observer is not qualified to
offer expert opinions in the field of Oral Communication. Also apparent, is
the fact that the limited. experience offered by the auditing of four
schools can in no way provide an accurate overview of what is taking place
in Oral Communication activities.over the entire system. But, after offer-
ing those caveats, I must say that my involvement, no matter how limited,
did cause me to ponder the situation at some length. Regretfully, the
results seem to be in the form of questions rather than answers.


In looking back at all that was seen and heard, the recurring
thought that seems to dominate all aspects of the matter concerns the level
of importance placed upon Oral Communication by the school system .


.Everyone.interviewed agreed that·Oral Communication is among the
most basic of all abilities needed to achieve any level of success in to-
day's world. Yet evidence of a high priority for the program wasn't ob~
served. After the program was created in what appears to be an effective
and attractive manner, the responsibility for its implementation then was
directed to the school principals. While none of the principals inter-
viewed exhibited anything less than. total support for the program, there is
the nagging notion that the same could be said for their reaction to a
long list of subjects, i.e. safety, attendance, AGP,etc. In fairness to
the principals, the question is how much time and effort they can·arld
do devote to Oral Communication. The program calls for each principal to
fill out and submit to the Educational Center a standard form that would
serve to evaluate their program .. None of the principals spoken to could
readily recall filling out .such a form. In surmnary, it seems reasonable
to assume that until top management of the .School System prioritizes the
individual responsibilities of the principals, and gives greater emphasis
to this particular program, Oral Communication instruction will proceed at
its existing pace.


As to how the program now is proceeding, it will be recalled that
the game plan is for a key teacher in each school to participate in the
Educational Center activities, then go back home to develop a site pro-
gram that can be implemented by the school. It is difficult to fault the
theory of that approach, but it seems equally difficult .to find much evi-
dence that it is overly. successful. Each of the key teachers interviewed
reported very limited success in g-tt.ing other teachers to participate to any
marked extent. The reasons for that condition, if in fact it does exist,
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were not explored. Certainly the teachers in the four classes visited
were outstanding and exactly what one would specify in designing such a
program. Those same four teachers, however, indicated that few of
their colleagues shared their entbgsiasm and .dedication for the program.
If that interpretation of their thoughts is accurate, then there isn't
much more to be reported here other than that a program does exist and
it is being conducted, to an extent that remains unknown.


Returning to several of the basic premises of the program, that
nonstandard English will be used and that it W3Y become more indelibly
etched into students with the passage of time, the ~hought occurs that
perhaps more emphasis should be placed on oral communication in the
elementary grades. Acknowledging that there is a finite amount of fund-
ing and effort available for any .~e subject area, would ~he bigger bang
for the buck theory apply if a more total. effort was made in the early
grades to install proper groundwork. Conversely, then less effort would
be applied in the. secondary levels. While such an approach would concede
that secondary students for the next several years would be without the
program, it isn I t known if anyone now knows how much value is being realized
at that level from present efforts.


In closing, one question encountered while doing this study con-
cerned the impact that the .Achievement Goals Program will have on Oral
Canmlunication. The fear was. expressed that the AGP might result in such a
tightly structured and scheduled school day that the Oral Communication Pro-
gram, where it is effectively pursued now, would be faced with time con-
straints that would .greatly reduce its effectiveness. That question is one'
that should be addressed and answered clearly.


I hope these comments satisfy the needs of your Overall Planning
Please contact me if elaboration or additional information isReport.


desired.


•








'. Report on the Race/Human Relations
Program


Introduction


The report of the 80-81 Race/Human Relations Program of the San
Diego Unified School District is based on the work of two committees -
the Evaluation Task Force under the leadership of Dr. Marvalene Styles,
and the Integration Task Force, race/human relations monitors chaired by
Maxine Patrick. This report is a summary of the committees' efforts.
The full text of these reports are included in the attachments.


The Evaluation Task Force focused on studying the race/human
relations program from several dimensions: the organizational structure,
the race/human relations program content including curriculum resource
material, evaluation/monitoring process and procedures, past evaluation
studies, .and in-service training for district personnel. The race/human
relations monitors spent over 200 hours observing 21 schools. Both
committees gathered information through review of documents, interviews
and observations. Although both committees performed their studies
separately, we are pleased to report that their findings and recommenda-
tions had much in common.


Recommendations are grouped in three areas: leadership/accountability
issues, organization of the race/human relations program, and,race/
human relations work program issues.


1. Leadership and Accountability Issues
1.1 The Board of Education has not demonstrated its commitment to successful


race/human relations ro ram and must take a stron stand b desi natin
race human relations as a high priority and by insisting on full support
from the administration.
Both committees arrived at the conclusion that race/human relations


programs at the site level is only as good as the site personnel involved.
Where there is strong commitment and leadership from the site administra-
tor, there are good race/human relations programs. Unfortunately, there
is no consistency within the district, with probably many more poor programs
than good programs. The ultimate responsibility for leadership and commit-
ment must come from the Board of Education. However, leadership and
commitment must be operationalized into actions and not just words.
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1.2 Evaluation and hiring of site administrators should include consideration
of their personal awareness of and commitment to providing leadership to
efforts aimed at achieving successful race/human relations programs.


It was evident that some schools did not carry out programs and their
students knew very little about their school's race/human relations activities.
Additionally, there are teachers at some schools who are quite open about their
resistance to race/human relations programs. The principal must provide leader-
ship in race/human relations and set a climate throughout the campus that pro-
motes positive race/human relations. The principal should let it be known
that uncooperative and destructive role models among the staff will not be
tolerated. Currently, principals have nothing to gain in promoting strong
race/human relations on their campus other than a pat on the back. Incorpora-
ting success in this area as part of their fitness evaluation would demonstrate
that race/human relations is indeed a priority.


2. Organization of the Race/Human Relations Program


2.1 Designate a full-time race/human relations administrator with full
authority to carry out the program reporting directly to the super-
intendent.


Under the current organizational structure, the Director of the
community relations division reports to the Superintendent. However, in
order to implement curriculum or program decisions, they must be funneled
through various levels and offices such as the Deputy Superintendent; the
Assistant Superintendent, Secondary Division; the Assistant Superintendent,
Elementary Division; the Secondary or Elementary Directors, and then the
site administrators. Although each and every individual in the chain of


command may personally be wholeheartedly in support of the race/human
relations program, the communication becomes distorted as it percolates
through the system. One facilitator noted that support for, or the priority
placed on race relations from the Board and top management seems to come


and go; the message given is that mayb I .e race re atlons is important and. . , ..maybe lt lsn t, maybe changes can be made and maybe they can't.


2.2 Increase the number of Race/Human Relations Facilitators and reduce the
ratio of schools per facilitator to five.


Race/Human Relations facilitators are performing at a level difficult to
maintain. They are responsible for assisting as many as 14 schools and
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cannot do justice to all their responsibilities. They have learned a lot
in the past few years and need time to pull together and organize their
information. They need time for their own in-service, to learn and to
develop teaching materials to improve the effectiveness of race/human
relations programs and in-service training for district personnel.


2.3 Provide a full-time or nearly full-time race/human relations program
director at each school to be responsible for the planning, implementation
and coordination of the race/human relations program.


Currently, the person in charge of the race/human relations program
at each school spends many hours of uncompensated time, often in the face of
lack of support from administration and sabotage from peers. Observations
indicate that many race/human relations activities consist of "paper programs"
only and some sites are less than candid in reporting their activities. The
role of the chairperson and the R/HR Committee varies widely from school to
school. At some they are window dressing, at some they are genuinely involved,
but only in writing the plan. Implementing the school's race/human relations
plan is diffused and in schools where there is no watchdog function given
to the committee, disillusionment and even cynicism sometimes results when
the committee members have the impression that their hard work was for naught.
Race/human relations program chairs must carry, in addition to the chairing
of the race/human relations committee and the development of the R/HR plan,
their regular teaching assignments and duties.


2.4 Provide an independent monitoring unit to monitor race/human relations
prograQs throughout the district and to evaluate the programs effectiveness.


Currently there is no neutral, independent monitoring of the
race/human relations program although there have been many individuals and
committees who have attempted to evaluate the R/HR program in the past. The
district delegates to the directors the responsibility to monitor and
evaluate each site's race/human relations program. This is basically a
self-asssessment completed by the site administrator and the director.
The Task Force had commissioned a study which did not fulfill~its needs.
The Board of Education has an analyst evaluating the program. It is apparent
that evaluators are not focused on common goals and objectives, do not have
either standardized or normalized procedures, have not determined how the data
can be codified, do not have a longitudinal model for the evaluation designs,
and do not represent a common thrust.
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3. Race/Human Relations Work Program Issues


3.1 Develop alternative models of race/human relations programs which provide
a sequential developmental program with planned behavorial outcomes.
Current race/human relations programs are a collection of activities rather


than a program per se. The Me-to-We: A Guide for Developing Positive Int~Inter
Personal Relations is the main race/human relations curriculum guide. Although
an excellent collection of activities, it is not a program which is defined
as a cohesive, logical, sequential series of cognitive and affective experiences
for students and staff that will lead to changes in understanding, acceptance,
and positive interaction with peers and others who are racially/ethnically
different. Current programs at school sites are fragmented and the link between
activities is unclear.


A major omission is the lack of follow through as a result of race/human
relations activities. Debriefing at the end of each activity would enable the
participants to understand what it is they have learned from participating.
Experience has shown that both young people and adults need to have the
activities consciously tied into their lives and their world by offering
the structured opportunity to verbalize, and thereby discover, an attitude
change, an understanding or a skill which has resulted from the session.


The terminal results of a race/human relations program should be changing
behaviors, not attitudes. All race/human relations activities which are a
part of a cohesive, planned sequence should identify behavorial outcomes.


3.2 Expand the definition of race relations and ensure that there is common
understanding of the intent and meaning of the program throughout the
staff •


Several years ago the emphasis of race/human relations programs was on
human relations. The Integration Task Force recommended that the focus should
be on race relations, however, there is still a tendency to focus on similarities
rather than differences because of the fear that emphasizing differences creates
or exacerbates problems. This is the "I don't see color, I just see people"
syndrome. It needs to be pointed out that ignoring race denies the race of
the non-white person, denies the existence of his/her color, denies whatever
life experiences he/she has had that is related to belonging to a different
ethnic group, and by extension, denies his/her true self.







3.3 Provide support services to the race/human relations effort to enable
the facilitators to function more effectively.
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• Race relations, however, must also emphasize "relations". Race
relations needs to be defined as more than a focus on how race makes us
different. Race relations is the same as human relations except in a racial
context and should be viewed as the dynamics of communication, collaboration
and conflict management among racially diverse people.


Currently there is no central, annonated file on the wealth of material
available for race/human relations teaching or training, although the materials
dealing directly with race and race relations are limited. Usage of available
material is hampered due to a variety of reasons such as the lack of annotated
listing of multi-~di8 materials, fragmentation of resource collections,
lack of in-service to teachers on the use of these materials, lack of awareness
of effective race/human relations materials, etcetera. There is no way of
monitoring which materials are being used or how often they are used. A
computerized system for tracking usage needs to be considered. More materials
are needed which deals specifically with race relations and the facilitators
need to"be provided, time to organize materials they have developed and found
effective.


3.4 lri~sefvic& ~ra1n1ng for all district personnel needs to be improved and
InCluded as paid time.


There is strong agreement that although much race/human relations in-
service is offered to teachers, not enough teachers choose to take advantage
of it, many resent it and consider the in-service a waste of time, and many do
not perceive the need for it. Teachers have questioned the need for ten hours
of mandated race/human relations training. Often, the response to challenges
to the ten hours have been to lay the blame on the Court.


The 10 hours of in-service takes many forms. The Race/Human Relations
team offers a series of workshops for which individual teachers may sign up
afternoons, evenings or Saturdays. They do not receive pay; the credit
received advances them toward a higher pay level. Sometimes an entire staff
uses a minimum day after school, before school or on weekends to have the
race/human relations facilitator team present a workshop to them as a group.
Sometimes the staff chooses to use their minimum days or other time to meet
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the 10 hour requirement by having a speaker or taking a field trip. Some of
these experiences lead to further skill, knowledge or awareness on the part
of the majority of the staff members; some of them lead to absolutely no
growth in any area for anybody.


As with the race/human relations programs for students, the in-service
training for teachers is a series of unrelated workshops or experiences. It
is possible that because there are limited, recognizable outcomes presently,
teacher resentment to the 10 hours of mandated in-service is further heightened.
There is a need for sequential, developmental in-service training based on
the specific identified needs of the staff.








,
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REPORT OF RACE/lnn1AN RELATIONS SUBCOMMITTEE


The Raee/Human Relations Subcommittee consisting of Beverley Yip, Chair;
James Anderson, Judge Napoleon Jones and Irma Castro met several times during
the last quarter of 1979. The Subcommittee explored alternative uethods of
evaluating the race/human relations programs with the assistance of community
consultants, school district personnel and interested individuals.


Due to the extensive and diverse nature of the district's race/human relations
programs, the Subcommittee decided to focus on secondary schools during its
first year effort. The Subco~ittee had originally decided to concentrate on
VEEP receiving schools, but have since enla~ged th~ study sample to include all
secondary schools. .


After meeting with various professionals in the field of race/human relations,
the Subcommittee recommended to the Task Force ·that we contract with. Dr. Robert
Guthrie to develop an evaluative study utilizing an attitudinal questionnaire
to be applied to a randomly selected number of secondary classrooms.


The advantage of such an approach was to develop base line data from which we
could compare effectiveness of subsequent district efforts in the area of
race/human relations. The study would also provide information for comparing
schools and, thus, indirectly, successful programs and techniques. Attached, as
an exhibit, is more detailed information on the study.


Originally,. the study was to be conducted in classrooms, randomly selected, ''lith ':
the use of electronically sensitive questionnaires. This would have saved
key-punching. Additionally, the district was to 'provide computer services.


Due to a delay in finalizing a contract with Dr. Guthrie, the study did not get
rolling until late March, early April. The Integration Task Force and other
interested individuals reviewed the questionnaire items and made suggestions
for changes. Dr. Guthrie had the agreed upon questionnaire translated into
Spanish. By this time, it was obvious that the materi~ls would not be ready for
distribution to the classrooms; so the study was revamped to a mail out - mail
back method.


The questionnaires were not sent out until the middle of June. During this
time, it was discovered that the original plans for use of the district's
computer could not be carried out due to personnel changes at the district.
Dr. Guthrie then arranged for key punching and using other computer services.


Print outs were available by the end of July. Dr. Guthrie asked for direction
on what form would we like the analysis to be presented, and from the wealth
of raw data available, which level of specificity we wanted. Due to the fact
that during late summer, the Integration Task Force was not meeting. Hal and
Judy were consulted. The reports presented by Dr. Guthrie are only a tip of
the iceberg. Certain findings seem significant and will provide us with
data and information for future direction. I believe we need a further effort
to distill out how specific groups such as VEEP participants by race come out
for comparison next year •


...."'----------
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I hope to have copies for the subcommittee of the Task Force to read. Set a
meeting with some time with Dr. Guthrie to answer questions and then discussing
the findings. The Subcommittee should make recommendations based on the report
for the Task Force to discuss. This Subcommittee should work closely with the
expert panel of Human and Race Relations chaired by Dr. Stiy Les,


If we plan to replicate the study, or part of the study, in the spring, we
need to set a timetable so that we are not caught in the same bind as last year.


,


,
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REPORT OF P~CE/HUMAN RELATIONS SUBCOMMITTEE


The Race/Human Relations Subcommittee consisting of Beverley Yip, Chair;
James Anderson, Judge Napoleon Jones and Irma Castro met several times during
the last quarter of 1979. The Subcommittee explored alternative ~ethods of
evaluating the race/human relations programs with the assistance of community
consultants, school district personnel and interested individuals.


Due to the extensive and diverse nature of the district's race/human relations
programs, the Subcommittee deci~ed to focus on secondary schools during.its
first year effort. The Subco~ittee had originally decided to concentrate on
VEEP receiving schools, but have since enla~ged th~ study sample to include all
secondary schools.


After meeting with various professionals in the field pf race/human relations,
the Subcommit tee recommended to the Task Force ·thatwe contract with. Dr. Robert
Guthrie to develop an evaluative study utilizing an attitudinal questionnaire
to·be applied to a randomly selected number of secondary classrooms.


The advantage of such an approach was to develop base line data from which we
could compare effectiveness of subsequent district efforts in the area of
race/human relations. The study would also provide information for comparing
schools and, thus, indirectly, successful programs and techniques. Attached, as
an exhibit, is more detailed information on the study.


I Originally, the study was to be conducted in classrooms, randomly selected, with
the use of electronically sensitive questionnaires. This would have saved
key-punching. Additionally, the district was to 'provide computer services.


Due to a delay in finalizing a contract with Dr. Guthrie, the study did not get
rolling until late March, early April. The Integration Task Force and other
interested individuals reviewed the questionnaire items and made suggestions
fo~ changes. Dr. Guthrie had the agreed upon questionpaire translated into
Spanish. By this time, it was obvious that the materials would not be ready for
distribution to the classrooms, so the study was revamped to a mail out -.mail
back method.


The questionnaires were not sent out until the middle of June. During this
time, it was discovered that the original plans for use of the district's
computer could not be carried out due to personnel changes at the district.
Dr. Guthrie then arranged for key punching and using other computer services.


Print outs were available by the end of July. Dr. Guthrie asked for direction
on what form would we like the analysis to be presented, and from the wealth
of raw data available, which level of specificity we wanted. Due to the fact
that during late summer, the Integration Task Force was not meeting, Hal and
Judy were consulted. The reports present·ed by Dr. Guthrie are only a tip of
the iceberg. Certain findings seem significant and will provide us with
data and information for future direction. I believe we need a further effort
to distill out how specific groups such as VEEP participants by race come out
for comparison next year.


PLEASE SEE BACK OF PAGE.
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I hope to have copies for the subcommittee of the Task Force to read. Set a
meeting with some time with Dr. Guthrie to answer questions and then discussing
the findings. The Subcommittee should make recommendations based on the report
for the Task Force to discuss. This Subcommittee should work closely with the
expert panel of HUIIlanand Race Relations chaired by Dr. Styles.


,


If we plan to replicate the study, or part of the study, in the spring, we
need to set a timetable so that we are not caught in the same bind as last year.


,


•








SAN DIEGO CITY SCHOOLS
Office of t~e Superintendent H4


March 24, 1981 {FIRST READING}
Resubmitted April 7,1981 (REVISED).


INSTRUCTIONAL rROGRAH FOR INDOCHINESE STUDENTS


The San Diego Unified School District is committed to providing quality
instructional programs which meet the diverse needs of various student
popula·tions. It recognizes that Indochinese families. the majority of
whom are recent arrivals to this country, share the same general aspira-
tions for.their children as families who established earlier residence
in the San ~iego community. Fulfillment of this .spiration in light of
the special needs of Indochinese cllildren requires a program with certain
unique f eatures , .


Purpose of Progra~


The major goal of the district's ptogram of instruction for Indochinese
students is to help recently arr~ed Indochinese children expeditiously
to become participating, contributing citizens of this nation. To achieve
this, the district provi~~& instructio~ which meets the following major
objectives:


• Students l~arn the Englis~ lan«uage as rapidly as poss~ble.


• Students proceed in their cognitive and skills devel~ent to
the ~imuu of their lear~ing .potential.


• Students become functional in th~ American culture--its way~ of
living, its values, its historical background.


These objectives are accomplished by ptovi~ing intensive instruction in
ErglLsh while teachIng specific subject content thrbugh each child's pri-
mary language untt1 that content can eff~tive~y be learned through
EngUsh.


District Resp~nsibility to the Indochinese Cgmmunities


The d~stri~t's responsibility to the Indochinese communities is to maintain
easily accessible channels of.two-way c~unication. From the district's
point of view, the process is one of shating information and listening with
sensittvity to the communities' co~cerns,


Stat~ must recognize that the Indochittese bring with them a rich cultural
heritage; the new immigrants may also bring memories of ugly experiences,
which staff must try to understand. In helping the new residents to adjust
to life in this country. district personnel must realize that many fundamen-
tal assumptions implicit in this nation's essentially European heritage are
not held by Indochinese peoples. Without causing the Indochinese to give up
being what they are, staff must help them to expand into being successful
Americans.


*Revisions to this report have been indicated by unde rHn'ing within paragraphs
which contain changes.


._-----
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Health and General Welfare of Students
. "


Although the delivery of health care services is not a district mission,
conditions of health affect ability to learn. Therefore, the district should
take steps to assure that families of students with health or general welfare
needs are placed in co~tact with agencies whose mission is to meet such needs.


Needs of Indochinese Children


• To learn the English language.


• To learn American ways of living.


Curriculum for Indochinese Children


The educational needs of Indochinese children dictate the nature of the
curriculum. In general, this curriculum contains the same subjects studied
by all children. However, to meet the unique.needs of Indochinese children,
the curriculum includes instruction to develop communicative competence in
English as well,as instruction which uses.the child' s primary langUitge to
teach subject content. The curriculum also includes instruction--using
both the primary language and English--which is designed to help each child
to function successfully in the American ways of life.


Role of Language


Indochinese children may have little or no.p~oficiency in the English
language ,when they begin their school experience. Thus, the determination
of how to communicate with them becomes an issue of great importance. A
detailed description of the role of language is contained in the appendix.


Long-Range Plan of Instruction


The instructi~nal pr~g~arn for Indochinese students is designed to receive
children whose proficiency in English islimited;* to provide the stu-
dents with educational experiences to'meet their special.needs, and to
equip them with the knowledge and skills'required for success in the dis-
trict's regular ,programs. In etfect, the mission of the program for
Indochinese children is to prepare' them to do without the program, to
profit maximally from the 'educational opportunities available to all stu-
dents.


* "Limited" refers to'Engiish language skills which range from no
ability to communicate to a level of fluency and literacy which
approach that expected of native English speakers of the same age.
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The program comprises a three-year sequence. It is recognized that some
children may participate for a shorter,. some for a longer period. Readi-
ness to leave the program is determined by specific objective criteria
and judgment of the instructional staff.


Within the three year sequence, two languages are used as the media of
instruction for the purposes indicated:


English Language
To help students develop the ability to comprehend spoken and
written English and to express themselves comprehensibly through
speaking and writing. (Students develop communicative competence
in English.)
To help students learn subject content appropriate to their level
of communicative competence in English.


Primary Language
To help students to become oriented to their school and community
and to become functional in the American ways of life.


To help students learn subject content when limited communicative
competence in English prevents their learning the same content
through English.


Over the three year period, the amount of time devoted to developing
communicative competence in English and to presentation of subject
content through the primary language diminishes.


This can be illustrated conceptually through the following graph in which
amount of daily instructional time is indicated on the vertical axis and
number of years in the program on the horizontal.
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CONCEPT FOR A THREE-YEAR
INDOCHINESE EDUCATION PROGRMl


Primary Language
Orientation
Subject Content


-'--~- English.
Subj ect Content


p-,.........
'"<=>


~....
, H
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w
§
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English


Communicative Competence


Entry 1 32


Number of Years in Program


In summary, the plan requires that as students progress in the program,
they experience:


A decrease,in the amount of time during which primary language
is used as the medium of instruction,


A decrease in the amount of time devoted to teaching communicative
competence in English.


An increase in the amount of time during which subject content is
taught through English. When appropriate this subject content in-
cludes the same English language arts instruction offered in regular
programs for all students.







• learning subject content when pr1&ary langua&e is used
as the medium of instruction.
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A further set of principles governs implementation.


At entry into the program children may spend time grouped
for specialized instruction. This instruction includes:


• developing communicative competence in English.


As children progress in the program, they spend decreasing amounts
of time in specialized groupings, increasing amounts of time with
other students in regular instruction.


Criteria for Implementing the Long~Ranse Plan


Implementation of the long-range plan is governed by the following principles.


• Communities and staff have input into and are informed of district
plans.


• Resources required to accomplish the program's objectives are pro-
vided. Among these resources are:


Staffing


.••sdministrative personnel to prOVide effective program
management •


•••non-classroom teachers to assist in curriculum develop-
ment and inservice educatio~ including direct support
to teachers •


•••classroom teachers to meet special program needs •


.•.aides to assist classroom teachers and to prOVide liaison
with the communities.


Counseling Services
In addition to the obvious difficulties of adjusting to life in a new
country, Indochinese children ~ay face other problems which grow out
of refugee experiences. To help resolve these difficulties and problems,
counseling services are provided through the children's primary language.
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Evaluation Services


Funding


Funding is required t6 support curriculum development,
purchase of materials, provision of inservice education,
and other functions.


• Changes in curricular directions and approaches are clearly defined
before implementation is begun.


• Lnse.rvf.ceeducation of,staff is thorough and intensive.
, ,


• Maintaining support to staff is given continued high priority.
This includes continued inservice education, curriculum development,
provision of materials, and monitoring of instructional effectiveness •


.,;, .
• Appropriate instruction is provided not only at designated centers


but also at,sites where there 'lore,Concentrationsof Indochinese
students.


• Programs are implemented by resident staff.•


• Organizatiqn,of instruction requiring children to be "pulled out" of
self contained classrooms is minimized.


Aspects of Curre~t Instruction Appropr~te'f~r I~ediate Change


To initiate implementation
the long-range pr~gram can
aspects include: .


of the long~range plan, certain components of
~e'pl'lonnedto begin in September, 1981. These,., - .. - ...


• Transferring at apPropriate grade levels the teaching of mathematics
computational skills from primary language to English.


Primary language ';';1:11lieused'for tea:ching'~thematics only when
lack of competence in English is likely to retard'progFess in
learning mathematics, as--for example--in solving word problems.
In these cases, instruction will be coordinated between the primary
language teacher and the English teacher •


.'; , ,


• Phasing 'out the''pract:i,<;eof having an aide preview subject content
for LndochInese students prLo'rvtothe regular teacher's introducing
the content in'English, when Indochane'se'children are in self-contained
classrooms together with native English-speaking students.


"
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In those cases where students' lack of competence in English prevents
the learning of subject content--for example, when a limited English
speaking sixth grader is studying social studies--the subject should
be taught entirely through primary language. In those cases where
students' competence in English permits learning of subject content--
for example, when a limited English speaking sixth grader is studying
science using an experimental approach--the subject should be taught
entirely through English.


Previewing subject content in the primary language before teaching
that content in English has the following disadvantages:


•.•It discourages students from paying attention to instruction
in English. (They have already learned the concepts through
the primary language.)


•••It promotes reliance upon the primary language •


••.It makes inefficient use of classroom time, usurping time from
both the native English speakers and the limited English
speakers.


• Increasing within the limits of administrative and organization
feasibility the amount of time during which students receive in-
struction designed to develop their communicative competence in
English.


• Providing inservice education aimed at helping teachers to under-
stand why the changes are being initiated and to acquire the
teaching skills necessary to successfully implement the changes.


• Developing curriculum and guidelines during the summer and acquiring
materials necessary to assure successful implementation of changes.


• Establishing mechanisms for searching to determine if needed
materials are available for purchase.


Areas for Further Study, Including Tentative Recommendations


Program Assessment


Planning for assessment of program effectiveness, including student
achievement, will be integral to curriculum development, to implemen-
tation, and to evaluation.


A cornerstone of this evaluation is achievement of students. To assure
effective evaluation, the district should


.••build an assessment component into all aspects of the instructional
program.
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.".establish a data processing system to identify and maintain
records for all students in the program .


.;.solicit staff and ~ommunity.assessment of effectiveness.


Curriculum Development


The current status of cur,iculum development, especially in the
area of instruction through.the primary,language, needs careful
evaluation. Individual school sites should not be expected to
meet needs in this area, although site personnel must be involved
in the process. ,r, ....l


Inservice Education


An intensive effort is needed to he~p teachers acquire the knowledge
and skills necess:ary.to provide.'effective. instruction for Indochinese
children. Initial focus should be in four areas:


Teaching ·communicative competence in English.


I'eachf.ngsubject content in classrooms where Indochinese are mixed
with other children.


Teaching. content appropriate for instruction through the primary
language:


Listening. to needs and reactions of school site personnel.
; l'r


Relationship tp AGP


Participation of Indochinese children in the district's Achievement
Goals Program is inappropriate while the students are in the early
stages of developing communicative competence in English. This is
because the approach to second language acquisition is different
from that:.used·to· teach English to native speakers. However, it is
appropriate to incorporate the principles of AGP--mastery learning,
direct instruction, time on task, and elimination of interruptions
and distractions--into the instructional approach used to teach.


, .'


" " -,
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Community Involvement


The district has a responsibility to respond to concerns of the Indochinese
communities about the education of their children and to keep the communi-
ties involved, and informed of programs, achievements, and problems.


To this end


•••district ad hoc advisory committees should be formed to address specific
issues •


•••a community educational outreach program should be established
to inform parents of channels for communicating with the schools
and to encourage them to use those channels •


.••a strong parent education program, designed especially to teach
communicative competence in English and imparting knowledge
about the American ways of life, should be established.


Utilization of Community Instructional Resources


Many individuals within the Indochinese communities have skills
which are needed by the district in order to provide effective
instruction for Indochinese children. To assure that these re-
sources are used, the district should:


•••Establish within the Personnel Division a central outreach and
enabling unit to identify resources and to facilitate employment,
including taking steps to secure waivers and/or postponements of
credentialing and other requirements •


•••Take steps to reduce the amount of turnover in Indochinese in-
structional personnel •


•••Establish close relationships with agencies, such as the SDSU
Teacher Corps, which can assist in the training and provision
of personnel.


Flexibility in Establishing Programs


The Indochinese population is increasing. In addition, the locations
of population concentrations may change rapidly. Programs should be
established and modified to meet changing needs. Implementation in-
cludes provision of


•••essential support staff •


•••adequate facilities, equipment, and materials •


•.•inservice education for appropriate personnel.
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Reception Procedures


Schools must be'provided reSources' necessary to implement effective
reception, registration, and orientation of children and families
new to the' community. These resources include


• appropriate personnel to communicate with parents and children.


,. printed forms, orientation materials, and other documents in
appropriate primary languages.


• services provided by community agencies.
I


Additional Issues


Accompanying the major components'of the instructional program
are additional issues that affect achievement of the program
goals. Some of these deserve further study to achieve resolu-
tions of any prQblems that exist •


.. .cr Lt erLa fqr determining whether high schoo,l graduation
requir~~en~&are met .


...means for securing current information on enrollments at
each site, nature of instructional programs ,assignment
o f.i.s t a ff,


.•.need to equalize availabiiity of funding to schools accord-
ing to population served .


.• •adv Lsab Ll.Lty of providing extended day/extended year instruc-
. tion" for 'Indochinese children.


Conclus Lon
..


The district is playing' a significant role in a major historical event;
the integration of a large population that has sought this nation as
its sanctuary. As a consequence of,district efforts, individuals of
Indochinese background will learn to enjoy the benefits of life in
this. count ry. In time, as new American citizens, they will contribute
to the welfare of the society as a ~hole. '


RECOMMENDATION: The Superintendent recommends approval of the principles
and components of the proposed instructional program for
Indochinese students.:


HBW:jd
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APPENDIX


Role of Language


If English is ultimately to be the only medium of instruction for
Indochinese students, and if competence in English is to be achieved
rapidly, instruction designed to develop communicative competence in
English must begin early, be given in large doses, and it must continue
over a period of months, even years, depending upon the age and ability
of the child.
While this process is taking place, cognitive and skill development
must also proceed.


An obvious medium for instruction in subject content during this period
is the child's native language, frequently called the primary language.
It is not so obvious, perhaps, that under proper conditions, children
who speak a language other than English nonetheless learn subject con-
tent when it is taught through English. Among the proper conditions
are two that are essential:


• the English used by the teacher must be meaningful--i.e.,
comprehensible--to the students whose proficiency in English
is limited.* This occurs when by gesture, use of objects or
visuals, demonstration, or participation in activities, the
general meaning of the language used is comprehended by the
students. Certain subjects, such as mathematics computational
skills, arts and crafts, experimental science, and physical
education, are especially well suited for this.


• students with limited proficiency in English are in the early
stages grouped for specialized instruction. This assures that
the teacher speaks at a level which they can comprehend. When
these children are mixed with native speakers, the teacher tends
to speak at a level comprehended only by the native speakers.


The process of teaching subject content through English to
students with limited proficiency in English is known by
two names:


•••immersion, when the learners are all limited in proficiency .


•••submersion, when children with limited proficiency are
mixed with native speakers.


* "Limited" refers to English language skills which range from no
ability to communicate to a level of fluency and literacy which
approach that expected of native English speakers of the same age.







On the other hand, kindergartners with limited proficiency in
English are easily able to comprehend kindergarten social studies
concepts, since concepts and language used to learn the concepts
are relatively simple. Therefore, it may be appropriate to use
English to teach social studies to kindergartners whose proficiency
is limited, but not to fourth graders.
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Within the Indochinese education program, the English language is used
as the medium of instruction for:


• teaching communicative competence in English.


• teaching appropriate subject content, such as mathematics compu-
tational skills, arts and crafts, experimental science, and
physical education.


Determining appropriateness of subject content is related to the
level of children's cognitive development and to the complexity
of the subject. Thus, the nature of concepts in fourth grade
social studies, for example, could be too complex tG be under-
stood through the simple English language skills available to
children whose proficiency in English is limited; or the con-
cepts could be'too complex for children who--perhaps because of
the narrowness of their experience in their place of origin--do
not have sufficient cognitive development to comprehend social
studies concepts contained in the fourth grade curriculum.


Also to be considered is the nature of the subject area. Social
studies concepts tend to be abstract and more dependent upon lan-
guage than, for example, arithmetic concepts. The teaching of
subjects which by their nature are more concrete permits the
teacher to use tangible objects, and to have the children manipu-
late these objects or participate in movement and other "doing"
activities. Such snbjects often can be taught effectively through
English.
A major advantage of teaching subject content through English is
that children acquire not only the subject matter itself but
English as well. The high level of student achievement in the
district's Intercultural Language Program provides confirmation
that this approach to acquiring a second language is significantly
more effective than traditional approaches.


Within the Indochinese education program, the primary language is used as
the medium of instruction for:







I~
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• initial orientation to school, home, and community. This includes
helping the child to understand facilities, institutions, ways of
doing things, and expected behaviors and attitudes.


• cognitive and skill development in those subject areas where such
development would be delayed if English were used as the medium of
instruction.


Use of primary language as a medium of instruction is a significant
component of the instructional program for Indochinese students and
does not conflict with expeditious transition to English as the sole
medium of instruction, providing


• communicative competence in English is taught effectively.


• appropriate subject content is taught through English as
much as possible.


• primary language is not taught as a subject in itself, i.e.,
it is used only as the medium to teach other subjects.


Two arguments are sometimes given for more extensive use of primary
language.


The one asserts that reading should be taught through the primary
language. However,


if children have a well developed ability to read in their
primary language, there is no need to teach them to read in
that language.


if children have not yet begun to read in their primary language,
or if there is no widely accepted written use of the primary lan-
guage, reading should be taught through English.


Probably the only valid basis for teaching reading in the primary language
occurs when children are at a critical stage in the process of learning to
read in their primary language.


What constitutes "critical?" The answer is dependent upon the stage of
cognitive or skill development. If children are at the zero or near-zero
point in English and their cognitive development will be significantly
delayed by not being able to read in the primary language, then reading
in that language should be taught. If however, cognitive development
will not be retarded, reading should not be taught through the primary
language.
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A second argument asserts that using the primary language can help to build
children's self esteem; to learn, children must have a strong self-image.
These assertions are true, but self-image is strengthened in many ways, not
simply through instruction in the primary language. Indeed, low self-image
can be acquired even when primary language is used. In school, one of the
most significant contributors to the strengthening of self-esteem is expe-
riencing success. This can be effectively accomplished when English is
used, providing steps are taken to assure that children are indeed expe-
riencing success. Giving this assurance requires teachers to be sensitive;
but that trait is essential to all effective teaching.


In short, if the goal is to have Indochinese children become rapidly
fluent in English, they must be given ample opportunity to learn English.
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INSTRUCTIONAL rROGRAK FO~ INDOCHINESE STUDENTS


The San Diego Unified School District is committed to providing quality
instructional programs which meet the diverse needs of various student
populations. It recognizes that Indochinese families ••,the majority of
whom are recent arrivals to this country, share the same general aspira-
tions for.their children as families who established earlier residence
in the San ~iego community. Fulfillment of this .spiration in light of
the special needs of Indochinese chi1d~en requires a program with certain
unique feature~.


Purpose of Progrmp'


The major goal of the district's ptogram of instruction for Indochinese
students is to help recentlV arr~ed Indoehinese children expeditiously
to become participating, contributing citizens of this nation. To achieve
this, the district provili~s,itistructiof!which meets the following major
objectives:


• Students lijarnt~e English 1a~uage as rapidly as poss~bl~.


• Students Proceed in their cognd t Lve and skills deve1~Dlent to
the JDaXimUIiof their lear)\ing .poterrtLaL,


• Students become functional in the American cu1ture--i~s waY$ of
living, its values, its historica~ background.


these 6bjectives are accomplished by ptovi~ing inteneive instruction in
Erglt6h while teach~ng specific subject content thrbugh each child's pri-
marY' language unt:ii1that content can effevtive'1y be learned through
En,g'Ush.


Dis!r\ict Resppnsibility to the Indocfi.ineseCC!!pmunit.ies


The d~stri~t's responsibility to the In~ochine8e communities is to maintain
easily actessible channels of ,two-way communication. From the district's
'point o£ view, the process is one of shating information and listening with
sensitjvity to the communities' co~cerns.


Staff must recognize that the Indochitte'sebring with them a rich cultural
heritage; the new immigrants may also bring memories of ugly experiences,
~ich staff must try to understand. In helping the n&w residents to adjust
to life in this country, district personnel must realize that many fundamen-
tal assumptions implicit in this nation's essentially European heritage are
not held by Indochinese peoples. Without causing the Indochinese to give up
being what they are, staff must help them to expand into being successful
Americans.


*Revisions to this report have been indicated by under] f ning within paragraphs
which contain changes.
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Health and General Welfare of Students


Although the delivery of health care services is not a district mission,
conditions of health affect ability to learn. Therefore, the district should
take steps to assure that families of students with health or general welfare
needs are placed in co~tact with agencies whos~ mission is to meet such needs.


Needs of Indochinese Children


The general,education?! needs
all childre~ in the district... ,


unique needs.


of Indochin~s~ children are the same as for
LnvaddLtLon , Indochinese children have two


• To learn the English language.


• To l~arn American WilYS of living.


Curriculum for Indochinese Children


The educational ~eeds of Indochinese children dictate the nature of the
curriculum. In general, this curriculum contains the same subjects studied
by all children. However, to meet the unique needs of Indochinese children,
the curriculum includes instruction to develop communicative competence in
English as well as instruction which uses the child's primary language to
teach subject content. The curriculum also includes instruction--using
both the primary language and English--which is designed to help each child
to function successfully in the American ways of life.


Long-Range Plan of Instruction
· . . ~. .' ,._:~ ."; , ,,:"', - .The instruct~onal program for Indochinese students is designed to receive
children wnose profic~e~cy in 'Englfshis 'limited;* to provide the stu-
dents with educational 'eiperiences to 'meet their s~ecial ,needs, and to
equip them with the knowledge and skills'required for success in the dis-
trict's regular programs. In effect, tqe mission of the program for
Indochinese children is to prep~re' t~em to do without the program, to


. . 'c. (" . ",. • •profit maximally from the educational opportunities available to all stu-
~ents. '


:1


*' "Limited" refers to Engii~h language skills which range from no
ability to communicate to a level of fluency and literacy which
approach that expected of native English speakers of the same age.







QUALITY OF EDUCATION FOR THE LIMITED ENGLISH
SPEAKING AND NON-ENGLISH SPEAKING (LES/NES CHILD


As an element of Charge 7, the Quality of Education Committee chose to focus
its attention on the effectiveness of the Bilingual Program and to examine its
impact on the more than 2,500 students who are limited or non-English speaking
in racially isolated schools.


A variety of social indicators point toward an alarming number of Hispanic
students who are dropping out of school as early as the ninth grade. A large
portion of these "dropouts" are from limited or non-English speaking background.
"Since the school years are crucial in developing and maintaining a youth's
commitment to a productive and socially useful life, and with the Hispanic pop-
ulation of 19,750 (18% of total District populatio~ and Asian population of
12,254 (11% of total" population), it was this Committee's task to determine
how the educational system served them. Due to the Committee's limited time
available for researching and analyzing all the educational programs available
to these students, and the lack of monitors, the Committee's report will focus
on the investigation of the effectiveness of the Bilingual Program.


To study the integration of children, the Task Force needs to insure that
necessary and appropri~te programs are available to teach all students in an
equitable manner. The "Bistrict was unable to supply the Committee with statis-
tics to determine what schools the LES/NES students were transported to, and if
these schools had the appropriate program· to serve them. The Committee saw a
serious flaw in the program when the District was unable to furnish the infor-
mation as to where the students were bussed or if the schools had a program to
serve the LES/NES students. In addition, this Committee had problems even
obtaining statistics about the LES/NES children." As of March, 1981, there are
5,494 Hispanic and 3,696 Indochinese, 649 Other, a total of 9,840 LES/NES children
in the District.


This Committee held a series of meetings with over 40 individuals from: the
Hispanic community, principals, teachers, instructional aides and educators
from both the University of California, San Diego and San Diego State University.
(Names of schools and individuals who provided information are confidential and
will be given to the Judge upon request.)


The Bilingual Program had many areas that this Committee felt should be addressed.
However, because of the aforementioned restrictions of both time and resources,
we limited the scope of our investigation to the following areas:


I. District Administrative Support


There appeared to be a definite lack of support for the Bilingual Program
by the District administrators (i.e., the Superintendent, Assistant Super-
intendent and principals). This lack.of support was perhaps best evidenced
by many teachers' perceptions that the District was not in support of
the program, This perception was communicated to the Committee at every
school visited and from other District teachers interviewed. There was also a







feeling that Assistant Superintendents did not encourage monitoring of
the program. Another concern expressed was that, at a time when teacher!
pupil contact is being stressed, instructional aides are being given
full responsibility for the English as a Second Language (ESL) program.
While we recognize the impoTtance of the aide in the classroom, we ques-
ti,Qn why something as important as ESL is not a teacher responsibility.A lack of auxiliary materials in the Media Center for use in ESL was
expressed time and time again. Teachers also did not feel that proper
training was being provided. In fact, many expressed frustration because
rber e was a Lack of materials. available to teach Science. and absolutely
no t rafnf.ng on how to teach. it "'ith.the material that they themselves
had to research. It was also expressed that principals rarely made an
e~fo,t to educqte teachers that were not participating in the Bilingual
Program regarding the value of the Program. Consequently, those teachers
parti~ipating .in the program ",ere often ostracized, criticized, and were
suhj e.ct ed to'unwelcome and of ten hostile remarks. Many 0:1; the teachers
inteX,yiewed felt that they ",ere not assisted or re"'qrded :l;orthe extra
ef~ort required for them to translate materials. Many of them expressed
anx i.e.t y at the lack of direction provided by the Central Bi.lingual Office
(CBO}. -


Tfie.Committee inves·tigated the re.asons for the minimal direction given
by' CB.Q. I.e f oundc t he administrative structure was SUCh. that this office
Ls responsible for developing the program and the Assistant Superintendents
of elementary and secondary education are responsible for its implemen-
tation, CBO is unable to hold these Assistant Superintendents accountable
fqr the program. There appeared to be limited authority given to the
Assistant Superintendent who is responsible for the program. The coordin-
ator of CBO, on the other hand, could well be in a "Catch 22" situation;
however, many teachers and principals comments would not reflect that
assumption. Their feelings expressed lack of commitment and ingenuity
from both the Assistant Superintendent and Coordinator,


II. Consistency, Standardization and Continuity


The whole premise of the Bilingual Program is to gtve.. instruction in
one's native tongue to ensure mastery of one's primary language, which
in turn will provide a sound basis for developing the capability of mas-
tering other languages. The underlying theoretical assumption is that
basic skills learned in a primary language can be used to acquire fluency
in additional languages. This. concept is used all oyer the world and
has been highly successful. However, in our monitoring we found that many
children had not mastered any language even though they had been in the
program for several years. This situation clearly indicates a lack of
support from administrators who are cartainly aware of the high percentage
of LES!NES children present in the District,


There is a definite lack of
and from school to school.


consistency of instruction within the school
Example of such inconsistency follows:


A. Teachers are allowed to use different book series. (In on~ instance
a second grade teacher used SCDC series and the third grade teacher
in same schools used Santillana series. The child in second grade is
not prepared fqr the Santillana series in third gradei


-2-------------------------'------~---- -~.







B. The process used to tra~sition childre~ into all-English.programs trom
the Bili~gual Program varied from school to school thou~h.it is our
underst anding that there are Dis.trict cri.t eri a . The Tarjeta Descrip-
tiva is to be used as a guideli~e for determini~g the level at which
a child should be functional in his primary language to transition to
English, many schools merely tested the child (~TBS), took the test
scores, and never evaluated whether or not the child's exposure to
the English language had been sufficient to allow for a successful
transition. There are many other factors that should be taken into
consideration in addition to test scores (i.e., English oral lan-
guage and primary language reading, as well as basic skills which
include Math, Social Studies, Science, vocabulary/abstract concepts,
etc.). There appeared to be limited materials for teaching the afore-
mentioned subjects and teachers complained that they had to obtain
it themselves which means that these subjects are taught with ~o
continuity from classroom to classroom.


C. There is a .sta~dardized test in Spanish designed to measure the
effectiveness of the program, but it is not consistently used through-
out the District.


D. There are State laws requlrl~g that subjects such as Reading a~d Math
be taught for a minimum amount of time per day. However, the District
does not require the Bilingual Program to follow these mandates. The
time for reading varies from school to school.


E. The Bilingual Program does not have a built-in mechanism to mo~itor
its effectiveness and/or continuity.


F. State law mandates that parents of LES/NES children are allowed to
withdraw their children from participating in the Bilingual Program.
'I'hi.slaw also stipulates that whenever the pupil is waived from the
program, the child must receive an individualized lear~i~g plan that
e~compasses all the requirements of the Bilingual Program from which
the child was withdrawn.. With that type of regulation, one would then
be concerned at the 392 waivers at Sherma~ Eleme~tary. It would seem
almost a~ impossibility to service 392 children individually effectively
with.the number of teachers staffed at that school. This needs to.be
further i~vestigated since the way the program is explained, i~flu-
ences the ~umber of waivers obtained.


I~ summarY, this Committee found there was a definite lack of consiste~cy
of i~struction. The cause and effect of this problem is magnified by
having a~ extremely high transitory student population (which i~ ma~y
schools is as high as 50%). These stude~ts move and enroll in another
school withi~ the District 1\~dare then exposed to a differe~t level of
ins t r uc t Ion ,


The situation is further complicated by the fact that there is even less
continuity from elementary to Jr. High a~d High School. Moreover, this
lack of i~structio~al continuity occurs withi~ the schools. The effective-
ness of sequence of instruction raised many serious questions. Each teacher
we contacted had altered the sequence somewhat and all questio~ed the level
at which.a child transitions successfully to English. I~ interviewing
teachers, it became very apparent that they received mi~imal training
a~d that this further complicated their roles in attempting to achieve a
consistent manner of instruction. Teachers need formulation of criteria
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for employing instructional aides to assist them in the Bilingual
Program. However, teachers rely heavily on instructional aides and
it is this Committee's concern that, because there are no guidelines
or training for these aidest there is no assurance or consistency of
the primary language being spoken for instruction. Role models are
needed that can properly assist the teachers and the aides often
have poor diction and/or a limited vocabulary. This Committee believes
this situation has created a serious problem because aides are fre-
quently used to teach ESL.


III. ~ilingual Program for Indochinese Children


The report on the quality of education for limited and non-English speak-
ing South East Asian students is based primarily on the report of the
Board of Education integration analyst, Dr. John McLevie and Indochinese
community repre~entatives.


Since 1975, the number of Indochinese students in the San Diego Unified
School District has increased steadily. During the last two years, the
numbers have increased dramatically. There are currently 3,696 limited
and non-English speaking Indochinese students. The fact that these Indo-
chinese LES/NES students speak five different languages has compounded
the problem of providing quality bilingual programming for these children.
The greatest nee4-~s the lack of bilingual teachers and t eache rs ' aides.
There are only 17 Indochines.e teachers and 78 ai.de.s, not aLl, Of whom are
bilingual. Other problems include the lack of teaching rnat eri.aLs in the
primary languages, the lack of teachers knowledgeable about the cultural
backgrounds of these students, and the lack of communicqtion between the
schools and the Indochinese pqrents. For a more in-depth. analysis of the
problem, please refer to Dr.·McLevie's report to the Board of March 24,
1981.


IV. Spanish AGP


This issue of Spanish. AGP was best described by two Integration Analysts,
John McLevie and Tom Nagle. A report was submitted by them to the Board
of Education, which for the most part accurately reflects the findings
of the Committee. It is the feeling of this Committee that most of the
recommendations from the Integration Analysts are sound and should be
implemented immediately. It should be noted thqt the Di~trict ·was
negligent in its preparation of Said program and that only part-time
resources were sought to put the program in place. Becquse of the
piece meal approach the program is not adequately put together and it
needs extensive work to be as effective as the AGp in Englis~


V. Conclusion


Attachment A is the Questionnaire the Committee used to obtain its
information. Because the Bilingual Program has been given minimal support
since its inception, this Committee believes that the responsibility for
this program should be at the highest administrative level so that the
program receives appropriate attention. This would also assure that prin-
cipals and teachers s.ee it a s a District program with specific consequences
~or improper management.
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The Committee was able to observe a school which had an excellent Bilingual
Program. I,efound it to be encouraging and enlightening to recognize
what strides can be achieved when a principal makes a true commitment. It
reinforced our belief that Bilingual education ~ be successful. However,
it also left us with bewilderment as to why other schools did not have a
quality program.


We would like to thank the teachers/instructional aides, principals, the
Hispanic community and parents for assisting us in gathering information.
We only hope that we have explained comprehensively and accurately those
issues that we were able to address. It is our hope that the Integration
Task Force will continue to monitor this program in areas such as:


Waivers/Parent Education
DISTAR and the LES/NES ChUd
Additional Educati.onal Servi.ces (HaaLth , Special Education)
Media Center/Spanish and Indochinese Materials
Staff to Meet Needs of Growing Population of LES/NES Children
Spanish AGP


VI. Recommendations


A. Recommendations for Spanish Bilingual Program.._-
1. The BoarQ needs to give the Bilingual Program high priority.


The program must be placed in the supervision of the Depty
Superintendent (Patrick) so that both primary and secondary
Assistant Superintendents will be accountable for program.


2. Developing first language curriculum
into the regular school curriculum.
transition into all subjects.


needs to be integrated
This guarantees easy


3. The District should ,have ongoing study of Bilingual education
through careful evaluation procedures. They should seek to
become involved with.universities and other'agencies that
research the subject so they may have current teaching tech-
niques and curriculum~


4. Assemble the Spanish language AGP materials and procure the
services of instructional development experts to train teachers.
Request consu.Ltants or experts in the Bilingual f LeLd to review
the continuum and curriculum and recommend any necessary res--
tructuring Or development oJ;new materials.


5. Because of improper planning to develop the Spanish AGP, it is
recommended that the program be implemented next fall after an
inservice training for teachers, resource teachers, and principals
and top level District administrators.


6. Add Bilingual AGP resource teachers to the present cadre of AGP
resource teachers. Add trained and qualified Bilingual sub-
stitute teachers. Monitor the response system for providing
support to teachers in the field.
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7. Institute a rigorous plan for evaluation and monitoring of the
program. This would include establishing a District Citizen's
Advisory Committee for the Bilingual Spanish Program. This
Committee would assist in evaluating the program's effectiveness and
would meet with the Deputy Superintendent so that those recom-
mendations can be impTemented. Said Committee should be in
place by Fall.


B. Recommendations for Indochinese Bilingual Program


In general, we support the recommendations of Dr. McLevie bu~
we would like to highlight the following:


1. Institute a full bilingual program for South East Asian LES/NES
students. In recent months, there has been growing criticism
of bilingual programs for LES/NES students. Unless one is aware
of the theoretical base of bilingual education and can understand
the importance and validity of such an approach, it is difficult
to explain to parents or lay people the relative merits of
bilingual education. There is a tendency to substitute English
as a Second Language as the preferred approach because of economic
and staffing reasons.


2. provide'Jnlingual teachers' aides immediately who speak the
appropriate language at a ratLo in conformance with the Lau stan-
dards. Provide full-time employment in order to reduce turnover
and loss of trained personnel.


3. Obtain credentialing waivers for a limited time in order to meet
the great demand for bilingual teachers in the classroom.


4. Provide bilingual Indochinese resource teachers and develop
teaching materials in the primary language.


5. Maintain close communication with the community,


-6-
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S~~ DIEGO CITY SCHOOLS
Office of the Superintendent


PROPOSED ACHIEVEMENT GOALS
FOR


DESI6NATED MINORITY-ISOLATED SCHOOLS


May. 1980


Background


The Report by the Court Appointed Team Examining the Quality of Education in
Minority-Isolated Schools in San Diego City Schools. April I, 1980, included
recommendations to raise student achievement. In addition, members of the
Board of Education have received proposals that achievement goals be set in
reading for minority-isolated schools, such goals to be attained over a period
of time.


The Board of Education, at a regular public meeting March 4, 1980, approved a
proposal to initiate program development activities which would enhance instruc-
tional programs for students in minority-isolated schools which do not have full
magnet programs. Schools to be included were:


ELEMENTARY SECONDARY


Balboa
Chollas
Freese
Horton
Kennedy


Gompers
Memorial
O'Farrell
Morse


Knox
Logan
Meadl
Sherman
Stockton


In addition to the above nonmagnet minority-isolated schools it is proposed to
include:


Lowell Elementary School
Baker Elementary School
Lincoln High School


Process for Establishing Achievement Goals


The establishment of annual achievement goals in the foregoing elementary minority-
isolated schools is proposed for selected grades in reading and mathematics
beginning the 1980-81 school year and continuing through the 1984-85 school year.
A similar plan in the five secondary schools will be developed during 1980-81 ahd
begin implementation in 1981-82.


1Mead has students only in Grades K-2 and is a feeder school for Chollas.
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The ach Levernent goals will be based on the. following:


1. A current standardized achievement test, Comprehensive Tests of Basic
Skills (CTBS), presently administered annually in the designated
minority-isolated schools.


2. The California curriculum frameworks in reading and mathematics,
Grades K-12.


3. An instructional program in reading and mathematics which includes
principles ~f mastery learning for implementation beginning in fall
of 1980-81.


School Achievement Goals


A plan to establish successive annual pupil achievement goals for the school years
1980-85 in eleven minority-isolated elementary schools is proposed by the district.


Beginning with the 1980-81 school year, the district's achievement goal for each
of the eleven schools shall be nine percentile points on the CTBS (Form S) in
reading and mathematics, Grades 3 and 6, for the period 1980-83.3 Achievement
goals for 1983-85 will be determined on the basis of school achievement results
for the first three years.


More specifically, for the 1980-81 school year individual school achievement goals
will be two percentile points; for 1981-82, three percentile points; and for 1982-83,
four percentile points in reading and mathematics, Grades 3 and 6.4 Individual
school achievement goals for 1983-84 and 1984-85 school years will be established
based on an analysis of school achievement results and the effect of instructional
programs during 1980-83. The success of a school's achievement of the goal would
be determined on the basis of scores for students enrolled in the school from
September to June.


2Mastery learning is an instructional system developed by Benjamin Bloom, James Block,
and other educational researchers. It is based on a theory of learning that nearly
all students can learn most of what they are taught given effective teaching and
sufficient instructional time. The method is to teach toward a limited number of
objectives in a learning period of about ten days, to assess pupil progress on
the identified objectives at the end of that period, to give pupils who do not
demonstrate a high degree of understanding immediate reteaching, and to introduce
new objectives only when most pupils (80%) succeed.


3The achievement goal applies only to schools whose CTBS scores in reading and
mathematics, Grades 3 and 6, are below the 45th percentile.


4During 1980-81 and 1981-82 schools will be involved in planning, developing,
and implementing the program improvement as rapidly as possible.


---~~~~
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A baseline f~r setting each school's goals will be determined by the historical
average of the school's CTBS scores in reading and mathematics, Grades 3 and 6,
for the three years, 1977-80. Scores included in that average shall be for
students enrolled in the schools from September to June.


Program Development
5Individual program elements based on time-an-task and mastery learning research


have been successfully developed at various schools throughout the district.
The proposal is to combine the elements listed below into a single program that
will be implemented consistently in the eleven schools in Grades 3 and 6 only in
1980-81 and Grades 1-6 in 1981-82.


1. Curriculum materials organized into from one- to three-week instructional
units for each grade level.


2. Heasurable objectives identified for each instructional unit.


3. Instruction focused on the unit objectives.


4. Sufficient time spent by the teacher instructing students.


5. Sufficient time spent by students in learning activities.


6. Appropriate level of instructional materials to promote achievement.


7. Assessment of student achievement by mastery tests f~llowing each
instructional unit.


3. Re-instruction for students not at mastery level.


Evaluation of achievement for each school will be made annually to determine
strengths and weaknesses of the instructional program. This will include
detailed analyses of all testing data and instructional objectives in reading and
mathematics, by grade level (Grades 3 and 6), and by school. Such evaluation
will be used to revise the instructional units and provide individual schools
information on reading and mathematics instruction.


Parent and Community Support


The attainment of school achievement goals will require support,
involvement on the part of parents and members of the community.


commitment, and
Parent and


STime-on-task, academic learning time, or teacher effectiveness studies are terms
used to refer to educational research that compares class achievement with how
teachers and pupils spend their time in the classroom. Achievement gains are
directly affected by the amount of time teachers spend on instruction of identified
objectives and students spend actively engaged in learning activities.


"
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community aCtivities should include .but not be limited to the following:


1. Assist in the development of school-level plans through the expanded
school planning committee to attain the school achievement goals.
This would include consideration of such areas as attendance, discipline,
and homework.


2. Provide parent education programs for teacher/school communication,
parent involvement in school activities, parent/student reinforcement
techniques, and a home environment to support student study needs.


3. Solicit community support from the professions, higher education
institutions, local business, and community organizations to provide
assistance in educating youth to include:


a. Study centers for students.


b. Tutorial assistance on weekends and after school.


c. Community leaders and well-known personalities to discuss the
importance of education, particularly basic skills.


d. Programs on educational requirements for careers in various
vocations and professions.


e. Additional work experience and training programs for students
in minority-isolated secondary schools.


f. Other support as appropriate.
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San Diego City Schools
Community Relations Division


RACIALLY ISOLATED SCHOOLS AS DEFINED IN MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER, MARCH 9, 1977


Name of School


Baker Elementary


- Balboa Elementary


,
Burbank Elementary


Chollas Elementary


Emerson Elementary


Freese Elementary


Fulton Elementary


Horton Elementary


Johnson Elementary


~Kennedy Elementary


~ Knox Elementary


Logan Elementary


Lowell El~mentary


:l'MeadEleme;'tary


Sherman Elementary


Stockton Elementary


Address


4041 T Street
San Diego 92113


1844 South 40 Street
San Diego 92113


2146 Julian Avenue
San Diego 92113


545 - 45 Street
San Diego 92102


3510 Newton Avenue
San Diego 92113


8140 Greenlawn Drive
San Diego 92114


7055 Skyline Drive
San Diego 92114


5050 Guymon Street
San Diego 92102


1355 Kelton Road
San Diego 92114


445 South 47 Street
San Diego 92113


1098 South 49 Street
San Diego 92113


2875 Ocean View Blvd.
San Diego 92113


1110 Beardsley Street
San Diego 92113


730
San


- 45 Street tli:4J. ?os:'
Df.ego 92102 tiN uJ


I/tft}:


.,
450 - 24 Street
San Diego 92102


415 - 31 Street
San Diego 92102


Telephone No. Principal


264-3139 Mrs. Verna G. Bain


263-8151 Margarita I. Carmona


233-7406 . Mrs. Mary Lou Sayler


264-3113 ..': Ronald 1. Anderson


234-2145 Mrs. Jonnie B. Hill


479-2727 G. Robert Cooley


262-0777 Vladamier R. Batza


264-0171 James D. Hensley


264-0103 Bernadine Hawthorne


264-0161 Roger W. Challberg


262-2473 Frank A. Petersen


234-0301 Jack L. Klein


232-7366 Luis C. Villegas, Jr.


262-7526 ) Mrs. Consuelo L. Gills'",o.to r
.w,;,fU,a I 'or l" f..&i.M' '", :~J'w"!"""'r - ruL. ,., it . 1-1 ;'


f1.' ."'::'" I' , .' t232-7936 Dr. Wanda M. Walker L d


234-3329
...f'(


Wright C


i.u r»
>"'f t:


[;.


~I


Dr. David C.







RACIALLY ISOLATED SCHOOLS AS DEFINED IN MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER, MARCH 9, 1977
(Continued)


Name of School Address Telephone No. Principal


..Valencia Park 5880 Skyline Drive 264-0125 David A. Anfangar
Elementary San Diego 92114


-Webster Elementary 4801 Elm Street 263-6628 James C. Carroll
San Diego 92102


Morse High 6905 Skyline Drive
San Diego 92114


262-0763 George T. Frey


Gompers Secondary 1005 - 47 Street 263-2171 Robert F. Press
San Diego 92102


Memorial Junior 2850 Logan Avenue 232-0854
jl ::~


Robert L. Amparan
San Diego 92113


O'Farrell Junior 6130 Skyline Drive 262-7581 - - H. Frank-Errie.s t;


San Diego 92114


Lincoln High 150 South 49 Street
San Diego 92113


264-3171 Payton C. Cook


'.
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S&~ DIEGO CITY SCHOOLS
Office of the Superintendent


PROPOSED ACHIEVEMENT GOALS
FOR


DESIGNATED MINORITY-ISOLATED SCHOOLS


May, 1980


Background


The Report by the Court Appointed Team Examining the Quality of Education in
Minority-Isolated Schools in San Diego City Schools, April I, 1980, included
recommendations to raise student achievement. In addition, members of the
Board of Education have received proposals that achievement goals be set in
reading for minority-isolated schools, such goals to be attained over a period
of time.


The Board of Education, at a regular public meeting March 4, 1980, approved a
proposal to initiate program development activities which would enhance instruc-
tional programs for students in minority-isolated schools which do not have full
magnet programs. Schools to be included were:


ELEMENTARY SECONDARY


Balboa
Chollas
Freese
Horton
Kennedy


Knox
Logan
Meadl
Sherman
Stockton


Gompers
Memorial
O'Farrell
Morse


In addition to the above nonmagnet minority-isolated schools it is Qroposed to
include:


Lowell Elementary School
Baker Elementary School
Lincoln High School


Process for Establishing Achievement Goals


The establishment of annual achievement goals in the foregoing elementary minority-
isolated schools is proposed for selected grades in reading and mathematics
beginning the 1980-81 school year and continuing through the 1984-85 school year.
A similar plan in the five secondary schools will be developed during 1980-81 and
begin implementation in 1981-82.


1Mead has students only in Grades K-2 and is a feeder school for Chollas.
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The achieve~nt goals will be based on the following:


1. A current standardized achievement test, Comprehensive Tests of Basic
Skills (CTBS), presently administered annually in the designated
minority-isolated schools.


2. The California curriculum frameworks in reading and mathematics,
Grades K-12.


3. An instructional program in reading and mathematics which includes
principles ~f mastery learning for implementation beginning in fall
of 1980-81.


School Achievement Goals


A plan to establish successive annual pupil achievement goals for the school years
1980-85 in eleven minority-isolated elementary schools is proposed by the district.


Beginning with the 1980-81 school year, the district's achievement goal for each
of the eleven schools shall be nine percentile points on the CTBS (Form S) in
reading and mathematics, Grades 3 and 6, for the period 1980-83.3 Achievement
goals for 1983-85 will be determined on the basis of school achievement results
for the first three years.


More specifically, for the 1980-81 school year individual school achievement goals
will be two percentile points; for 1981-82, three percentile points; and for 1982-83,
four percentile points in reading and mathematics, Grades 3 and 6.4 Individual
school achievement goals for 1983-84 and 1984-85 school years will be established
based on an analysis of school achievement results and the effect of instructional
programs during 1980-83. The success of a school's achievement of the goal would
be determined on the basis of scores for students enrolled in the school from
September to June.


2Mastery learning is an instructional system developed by Benjamin Bloom, James Block,
and other educational researchers. It is based on a theory of learning that nearly
all students can learn most of what they are taught given effective teaching and
sufficient instructional time. The method is to teach toward a limited number of
objectives in a learning period of about ten days, to assess pupil progress on
the identified objectives at the end of that period, to give pupils who do not
demonstrate a high degree of understanding immediate reteaching, and to introduce
new objectives only when most pupils (80%) succeed.


3The achievement goal applies only to schools whose CTBS scores in reading and
mathematics, Grades 3 and 6, are below the 45th percentile.


4 During 1980-81 and 1981-82 schools will be involved in planning, developing,
and implementing the program improvement as rapidly as possible.
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A baseline fer setting each school's goals will be determined by the historical
average of the school's CTBS scores in reading and mathematics, Grades J and 6,
for the three years, 1977-80. Scores included in that average shall be for
students enrolled in the schools from September to June.


Program Development


5Individual program elements based on time-on-task and mastery learning research
have been successfully developed at various schools throughout the district.
The proposal is to combine the elements listed below into a single program that
will be implemented consistently in the eleven schools in Grades J and 6 only in
1980-81 and Grades 1-6 in 1981-82.


1. Curriculum materials organized into from one- to three-week instructional
units for each grade level.


2. Heasurable objectives identified for each instructional unit.


J. Instruction focused on the unit objectives.


4. Sufficient time spent by the teacher instructing students.


5. Sufficient time spent by students in learning activities.


6. Appropriate level of instructional materials to promote achievement.


7. Assessment of student achievement by mastery tests following each
instructional unit.


S. Re-instruction for students not at mastery level.


Evaluation of achievement for each school will be made annually to determine
strengths and weaknesses of the instructional program. This will include
detailed analyses of all testing data and instructional objectives in reading and
mathematics, by grade level (Grades J and 6), and by school. Such evaluation
will be used to revise the instructional units and provide individual schools
information on reading and mathematics instruction.


Parent and Community Support


The attainment of school achievement goals will require support,
involvement on the part of parents and members of the community.


commitment, and
Parent and


STime-on-task, academic learning time, or teacher effectiveness studies are terms
used to refer to educational research that compares class achievement with how
teachers and pupils spend their time in the classroom. Achievement gains are
directly affected by the amount of time teachers spend on instruction of identified
objectives and students spend actively engaged in learning activities.
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community ac~ivities should include but not be limited to the following:


1. Assist in the development of school-level plans through the expanded
school planning committee to attain the school achievement goals.
This would include consideration of such areas as attendance, discipline,
and homework.


f. Other support as appropriate.


2. Provide parent education programs for teacher/school communication,
parent involvement in school activities, parent/student reinforcement
techniques, and a home environment to support student study needs.


3. Solicit community support from the professions, higher education
institutions, local business, and community organizations to provide
assistance in educating youth to inclu~e:


a. Study centers for students.


b. Tutorial assistance on weekends and after school.


c. Community leaders and well-known personalities to discuss the
importance of ~ducation, particularly basic skills.


d. Programs on educational requirements for careers in various
vocations and professions.


e. Additional work experience and training programs for students
in minority-isolated secondary schools.








SCHOOL I~TEGRATION TASK FORCE


Secondary Exchange Program Report


In the brief period of its existence, the Secondary Exchange
Program has successfully provided students a mechanism for
getting acquainted and for altering the negative perceptions
regarding each other's ethnicity. This is especially true of
white perceptions of black students.


The program does not, however, give students a chance for non-
classroom interaction. To be more successful, the program must
increase on-campus participation of students on a peer basis. The
two-hour class period seems to be insufficient to bring about a
meaningful integration experience.


There continues to be some concern about the bright students in the
program suffering a loss of academic momentum. It is true that some
students are brighter than others; the difference in readiness levels
of students does affect the growth of the potentially more success-
ful students--regardless of ethnicity. This parental concern
affects the voluntary process in the program.


Several students criticized the strong human relations thrust in
the program as non-essential. They felt that with a positive effort
to cultivate ryeer relationships that in their own time human relations
will evolve. A large number of students requested a de-emphasis
in human relations training.


Students who experience bus riding as their only form of trans-
portation to and from classes complained that (1) buses are late
arriving at their destinations; (2) they are required to wait
for long periods because of poor bus scheduling; (3) bus drivers
play their radios at high volume levels. Students of driving age
prefer to drive to school.


Students praised the field trips as relevant to their learning
experience; they asked that their academic training be enhanced
by the addition of more field trips.


Prepared by: Clarence M. Pendleton, Jr.
President, San Diego Urban League, Inc.







INTEGRATION TASK FORCE REPORT


stockton Learning Center
In my opinion, learning centers as an integration tool is effective
only as a beginning introduction to integration. The structure of
the program limits its ability to develop meaningful interaction of
a lasting nature; however, it is successful in exposing a large
number of students to cross cultural experiences. The program
content continues to be exciting and different for the participants
and is,undeniably, the drawing card for participation.
The monitor assigned to Stockton visited the school regularly during
the months of February through May. I visited the school several
times. The monitors impressions originally were very suspicious,
but as time went on she saw more positive aspects of the program.
Racial composition, on observation, did not reflect the 2/3, 1/3
breakdown. Changing the ratio to 60/40 or 50/50 would ,provide more
cross cultural interactions. Self selection on the playground still
was characterized by non-mixing between learning center children and
resident students.
Burbank
There has been no noticeable changes at Burbank which is consistent
with the strategy of the school. Burbank is a K-3 school with a
high concentration of Spanish speaking children located deep in the
Barrio. The school has a genuine commitment to the community and
the students it serves. There is an atmosphere of warmth and 0


enthusiasm with st.ronqtcommun t t.y support. The only integration
program is a teacher initiated project. I visited du'rinqone of the
school exchange days. My impression was that it was a nice beginning
experience for most of the participants (some children looked bored).


Due to the fact that the decision to carry out a survey of the
race/human relations program was delayed, the entire timetable
for the survey has been advanced. Current projections indicate that ~
we will be unable to submit a report to the Court until the end of
July. Because we were unable to keep to our projected timelines, the
entire research plans were also revamped.


Human/Race Relations


Plans to administer the questionnaires in randomly selected class-
rooms were scrapped and we had to change to a mail-out and send-back
method. City Schools helped in mailing through the provision of
randomly selected student address mailing labels. This was completed
by June 2. A total of 9750 questionnaires were sent out to the
studenUand parents. Ethnic proportions were representative of
the district racial compositions. Questionnaires will be collected
for Dr. Guthrie with a cut-off date of June 13.
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Plans to use optical scanning for coding was also cancelled. This
means another weeks delay because each return will have to be
keypunched. Dr. Guthrie expects to have a preliminary analysis
of the computer runs by the end of June. The Task Force will meet
with Dr. Guthrie to discuss preliminary findings, and make suggestions
for analysis. A report will be completed by July 28, 1980.


Enclosed are copies of the parent/student questionnaires.
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ADMINISTRATIVE CIRCULAR NO. 20
Superintendent's Office No. 16


-- ~


SAN DIEGO CITY SCHOOLS


August 25, 1983


To: Elementary School Principals


Subject: RACE/HUMAN RELATIONS OUTDOOR EDUCATION PROGRAM


Department and/or
Persons Concemed:


Area Assistant SuperLntenderrts, Area Operations Managers,
Elementary School Principals, Sixth-grade Teachers


Due Date: None


Administrative Procedure No. 5413


Action Requested: Begin initial planning for site participation. Submit student
rosters as requested and complete attached checklists.


Brief Explanation:
As part of the district's integration program, all sixth-grade students are eligible to
participate in the Race/Human Relations Outdoor Education Program at Camp Palomar. This
experience, which will be at district/integration program expense, will schedule partici-
pating schools in such a manner as to insure ethnic balance during the five days spent at
Camp Palomar. A copy of the participation schedule is attached (Attachment A) .


....incipals are requested to complete Sections 1-9 of the Principal's Checklist (Attachment B)
~y no later than one week prior to the date of departure for Palomar, and to submit rosters
to the administrators listed on Attachment B.
Copies of the parent's packet, pre- and po;t-activities guides, and other materials related
to the Race/Human Relations Outdoor Education Program will be sent to each participating
school early in September.
The program will involve a three-week sequence of activities similar to the following:
1st Week - Preparation in the home schools and planned activities with companion schools.


Activities include Race/Human Relations preparation, Health and Safety prep-
aration and exchanges with companion schools., Parents need to be involved as
appropriate.


2nd Week - Participation in Race/Human Relations Outdoor Education Program at Camp Palomar.
3rd Week - Follow-up activities in the home schools and planned activities with companion


schools. Sharing and completion of learning activities, presentation of reports
and sharing of experiences. Parents to be involved as appropriate.


George T. Frey, Assistant Superintendent
Community Relations and Integration
Services Division


APPROVED:


~2J.9~
Thomas W. Payzant


.uperintendent
TWP:GTF:kkh
Attachments
Distribution: Lists P & D







MONTH


San Diego City Schools
Community Relations and Integration Services Division


WEEK OF:


RACE/HUMAN RELATIONS OUTDOOR EDUCATION PROGRAM


1983-84 School Participation Schedule


SCHOOLS
PARTICIPATING


% MAJORITY
STUDENTS


% MINORITY
STUDENTS


Attachment A


1983
SEPTEMBER


OCTOBER


NOVEMBER


19th
through
23rd


26th
through
30th


3rd
through
7th


10th
through
14th


17th
through
21st


24th
through
28th


31st
through
4th


7th
through
11th


14th
through
18th


Ericson (~) 43% 57%
Paradise Hills


Ericson (~) 47% 53%Penn


Fulton 54% 46%
Hearst
Johnson
Whitman


Chesterton 52% 48%
Linda Vista (Trad.)
Miramar Ranch


Angier 48% 52%
Linda Vista (YR)
SCPA
Wegeforth


Curie 42% 58%Green
Jefferson
Kennedy


Bird Rock 46% 54%Brooklyn
Silver Gate


Carson (~) 56% 44%Fletcher
Grant
Jerabek
Mason (YR)


Carson (~) 54% 46%Ross
Walker
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Race/Human Relations Outdoor Education Program
1983-84 School Participation Schedule
Page 3


SCHOOLS % MAJORITY % MINORITY
~. MONTH WEEK OF: PARTICIPATING STUDENTS STUDENTS


1984
FEBRUARY 13th Balboa (~) 42% 58%(continued) through Benchley/Weinberger


17th Jackson
Lindbergh (Trad.)


20th Balboa (~) 47% 53%through Bay Park
24th Crown Point


Stevenson
Washington
Whittier


27th Hickman 44% 56%
through Logan (~)


MARCH 2nd Torrey Pines


5th KeHler 48% 52%
through La Jolla
9th Logan (~)


Marcy


12th Cubberley 58% 42%
through Foster
16th McKinley


Montezuma
Sunset View


19th Barnard 42% 58%through Dewey
23rd Lorna Portal


Lowell
Ocean Beach


26th Adams 41% 59%through Holmes
30th Knox


APRIL 2nd Chollas 51% 49%through Gage6th


9th Baker 41% 59%through Cabrillo13th Spreckels
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Race/Human Relations Outdoor Education Program
1983-84 School Participation Schedule
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SCHOOLS % MAJORITY % MINORITY •MONTH WEEK OF: PARTICIPATING STUDENTS STUDENTS


1984
APRIL 23rd Encanto (~) 55% 45%
(continued) through Farb (!,;)


27th


30th Encanto (~) 55% 45%
through Farb (!,;)


MAY 4th


7th Bayview Terrace 50% 50%
through Longfellow
llth Rolando Park


Sherman (~)
14th Marshall 49% 51%
through Pacific Beach
18th Sessions


Sherman


21st Birney 44% 56%
through Lafayette •25th Valencia Park


28th Euclid 42% 58%
through Hardy


JUNE 1st Oak Park
Sequoia


4th Clay 40% 60%
through Edison
8th Fremont


Stockton


kkh
8/3/83 (rev. 8/5/83)
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IMPORTANT
OUTDOOR EDUCATION PROGRAM


________ . PRINCIPAL'S CHECKLIST FOR CAMPING TRIP


STEPS IN OUTDOOR EDUCATION PROGRAM TRIP PROCEDURE


1. Outdoor Education Program trip announced to children


2. Literature sent home with pupils


3. Parent meetings to explain the trip


4. Contact work with individual parents initiated


5. Parent Packet, including health and registration forms,
sent to parents to fill out


6. Health and registration forms returned to site


7. Health check completed and forms filled out.


8. Orientation meeting wi,h Outdoor Education Program
teachers at school


9. Health and registration forms and list of campers mailed
to the Outdoor Education Program School.


This material, as complete as possible, is to be
mailed on MONDAY of the week preceding the outdoor
education experience. DO NOT use school mail or
third class mail.


PLEASE USE FIRST CLASS MAIL ONLY AND MAIL FORMS AND LISTS TO:
Helen Dillon, Principal
Race/Human Relations Outdoor Education School
Palomar Mountain Camp
Palomar, CA 92060


10.. Mail accurate lists of children who went to the Outdoor
Education school and of teachers who accompanied them
the morning of their departure--to:
a. Lottie P. Hess, Director


Community Relations and Integration Services Division
Education Center, Room 2109


b. William E. Van Arsdale, Director
Outdoor Education Program
San Diego County Department of Education
6401 Linda Vista Road
San Diego, CA 92111


Attachment B


Date


,.


NOTE: Principals will need to make apPropr~ate arrangements for sixth-grade
students unable to attend the Race/Human Relations Outdoor Education
Program at Camp Palomar.


L- .---------,---, ------- .. ._
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REPORT ON PROGRAMS FOR ASIAN STUDENTS
Introduction
As an element of Charge 7, the Overall Planning Committee undertook
the task to explore the programs for the .\sian Population. This
report attempts to reflect the present status of a program which is
in its very infancy with inadequate information available as
a basis for evaluation and presents the proposed Instructional
Program ~or Indochinese students that has been presented to the
School Board for implementation next year, with findings and
recommendations.
Status Report
An analysis of the present program for Asians revealed an enrollment
df 5,078 students throughout the District with one specialized
center at Beale which.is funded under the Emergency School Aid Act,
providing instruction for 274 elementary students, 95 of wllich arc
Indochinese.
At the Beale Center, students who speak little or no English are
integrated into the regular classroom program and are offcred a
program of intensified instruction in their primary languages and
in English-as-a-second-Ianguage. Examples of these Primary
languages are Vietnamese, Laotian, Cambodian and horean. The
goal at the Bilingual Center is integrated learning and fluencv in
two languages, not just one. The Center emphasizes developing an
understanding and appreciation of customs and values associated with
the langllages taught. Students also learn of the contributions
made to society by diverse cultural groups. Within this framework
there is a qua'Lit y education in all basic subjects. The Center
currently has two Certificated Vietnamese teachers and one ESI.
Chinese teacher.


The instructional and integration program of Beale Center features
the following:


1) Students at the Center will receive ESL instruction (rom their
regular classroom teachers. ESAA bilingual aides assist by
providing reinforcement and tutoring in other suhject areas,
enabling Indochinese students to progress in all instructional
areas at levels comparable to their English speaking peers.


2) To supplement regular classroom instruction in Fllglish, the
Center will make efficient use of the few available certifi-
cated teachers who speak various Asian languages. Students
will be helped to meet the challenge of integration hy having
their primary languages used for instruction in basic skills
until they are able to benefit from instruction in English.
Intensive ESL instruction will also I'e offered utilizing districtfunds.







3) Small group instruction, uSIng a team-teaching approach, will
allow Indochinese students and monolingual English-speaking
students to participate together in all other classes and
activities, such as English language skills, social studies,
physical education, music, art, health, science, and human
relations activities.


•
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.
4) Students share the customs, CUltures, and history of the United-


States, Indochina, and other parts of the world. In addition
to regular district and ESAA multicultural activities, all
students will compare various cultures during instruction
that points out significant contributions, through values
clarification exercises, games, mUSic, and celebration of
each others' holidays.


Activities at the Beale Centcr are monitored by ESAA stafr. Site
records of individual pupil progress on the appropriate continuum
for each student's language will be cxamined and analyzed annually
during the project years '198a-85.


Interim evaluation via meetings with site personnel responsihlc
for implementation indicate that individualizcd instructional
language objectives have been identified for all projcct students
and that records are being appropriately maintained. Although
quanti tative data which address the, Leve l- of attainment a r the
objective are unavailable at this time, qualitative assessments
by the site administrator and classroom personnel indicate that the
program is proceeding according to the specifications set forth in
the application. Site records of individual pupil progress will be
examined and evaluated in the spring.
The remaining 4,089 Asian students are scattered throughout the
district without the benefit of a specially structured program such
as Beale with high density in the follOWing schools:


Elementary Secondary
Adams
Birney
Chollas
Euclid
Linda Vista
Montezuma
Carson
Mea d e


169
136
99


176
576
105
249
88


Einstein
Kear'ney
Mad i son
Montgomery
Mira Me sa


277
288
329
304
111


The bilingual needs of the students enrolled in the above-mentioned
schools are supposedly met by roving instructors who must resjlond
to all of the needs of the several schools within tile assigned region.
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The regional offices refused to provide any specific data on the
scope of the services provided, the objectives or the number of
Asian participants.
Mr. Harold Wingard was appointed in late February as a specialist
for the development and implementation of the Asian bilingual
program. A visit with Mr. Wingard confirmed that the Asian programs
at all other locations with the exception of Beale lack organization
and direction and their current status is incomprehensible. lIis
efforts have primarily focused on the development of a program for
uniform implementation for next school year. A copy of this program
is attached fo r your rev iew. T~-il'l t-end-e-n-r--f-e-re-e-emmc.ndcd
a{Pfl-I'..Q.¥.a.L-o·f-the--p"tinciplesand componenlLof .the program.


The pr ~m a ay:s to be . eal if the >0. t is n~t rch ibi t i ee. in
view of ec t repuctio in edu cat i al undin·. t i f mpo ss i bLe
to proper y evalu c pro ose program "Il'the ab lee of a needs
ass~ssment or a cost analysi








QUALITY OF EDUCATION FOR THE LIMITED ENGLISH
SPEAKING fu~D NON-ENGLISH SPEAKING (LES/NES) CHILD


As an element of Charge 7, the Quality of Education Committee chose to focus
its attention on the effectiveness of the Bilingual Program and to examine its
impact on the more than 11,000 students who are limited - or non-English speak-
ing in racially isolated schools.


A variety of social indicators point toward an alarming number of Hispanic stu-
dents who are dropping out of school as early as the ninth grade. A large por-
tion of these "dropouts" are from limited or non-English speaking background.
Since the school years are crucial in developing and maintaining a youth's
commitment to a productive and socially useful life, it was this Committee's
task to determine how the educational system served them. Due to the Committee's
limited time available for researching and analyzing all the educational pro-
grams available to these students, and the lack of monitors, the Committee's report
will focus in an investigation of the effectiveness of the Bilingual Program.


To study the integration of children, the Committee needs to insure that
necessary and appropriate programs are available to teach all students in an equit-
able manner. The District was unable to supply the Committee with statistics
to determine what schools the LES/NES students were transported to, and if these
schools had the appropriate programs to serve them. The Committee saw' a serious
flow in the programs when the District was unable to furnish the information as to
where the students were bussed or if the s'chooLs had the programs to serve the
LES/NES students. In addition, this Committee had problems even to obtain ade-
quate statistics about the LES/NES children. Therefore, the statistics contained
in these reports may be inadequate and/or questionable. (See Attachment A) This
table gives a total of LES/NES children. In a recent report to the Board
of Education, approximately 11,000 children were given as totals vs. the figures
given to this Committee of 8,383.


This Committee held a series of meetings with over 40 individuals from: the
Hispanic cammunity, principals, teachers, instructional aides and educators from
both the University of California, San Diego and San Diego State University. (Names
of schools and invidiuals who provided information are confidential and will be
given to Judge upon reque st .)


The Bilingual Program had many areas that this Committee felt should be addressed.
However, because of the aforementioned restrictions of both time and resources,
we limited the scope of our investigation to the following areas:


I. District Administrative Suuport


There appeared to be a definite lack of support for the Bilingual Program
by the District administrators (i.e., the Superintendent, Assistant Super-
intendents and principals). This lack of support was perhaps best evidenced
by many teachers' perceptions that the District was not in support of the
program. This perception was communicated to the Committee at every school
visited and from other teachers interviewed. There was also a feeling that
Assistant Superintendents did not encourage monitoring of the program. Another
concern expressed was that, at a time when teacher/pupil contact is being
stressed, instructional aides are being given full responsibility for the
English as a Second Language (ESL) program. While we recognize the importance
of the aide in the classroom, we question why something as important as
ESL is not a teacher responsibility. A lack of auxiliary materials in the
~edia Center for use in ESL was expressed time and time again. Teachers
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The Committee investigated the reasons for the minimal direction given by
CBO. We found the administrative structure was such that this office is
responsible for developing the program and the Assistant Superintendents of
elementary and secondary education are responsible for implementation. CBO
is unaBle to hold these Assistant Superintendents accountable for the program.
However, even with the handicap of this office, there appeared to be a lack
of commitment to the program from the Assistant Superintendent who is res-
ponsible for the program. The coordinator of CBO, on the other hand, could
well be in a "Catch 22" situation; however,1TIany teachers and principals
connnentswould not reflect that as·sumption. Their feelings expressed lack
of connnitmentand ingenuity


also did not feel that proper tralnlng was being provided. In fact, many
expressed frustration because there was a lack of materials available to
teach science and absolutely no training on how to teach it with the material
that they themselves had to research. It was also expressed that principals
rarely made an effort to educate teachers that were not participating in the
Bilingual Program regarding the value of the program. Consequently, those
teachers participating in the program were often ostracized, criticized, and
were subjected to unwelcome and often hostile remarks. Many of the teachers
interviewed felt that they were not assisted or rewarded for the extra effort
required for them to translate materials. Many of them expressed anxiety at
the lack of direction provided by the Central Bilingual Office (CBO)~


II. Consistency, Standardization and Continuity


The whole premise of the Bilingual Program is to give instruction in one's
native tongue to ensure mastery of one's primary language, which in turn
will provide a sound basis for developing the capacility of mastering other
languages. The underlying theoretical assUJllptionis that basic skills learned
in a primary language can be used to acquire fluency in additional languages.
This concept is used all oyer the world and has been highly successful. How-
ever, in our monitoring we found that many children had not mastered any
language even though they had been in the program for several years. This
situation clearly indicates a lack of support from administrators who are
certainly aware of the high percentage of LES/NES children present in the
District.
There is a definite lack of consistency of instruction within the s.chool
and from school to school. Example of such inconsistency follow: 1) Teachers
are allowed to use different book series. (;n one instance a second grade
teacher used SCDC series and the third grade teacher used Santillana series
series. The child in second grade is not prepared for the Santillana series
in third grade. 2) The process used to transition children into all-English
programs from the Bilingual Program varied from school to school though
it is our understanding that there are District criteria. The Tarjeta
Descriptiva is to be used as a guideline for determining the level at which
a child should be functional in his primary language to transition to English,
many schools merely tested the child (CTBS), took the test score, and never
evaluated whether or not the child's exposure to the English language had been
sufficient to allow for a successful transition. There are many other factors
that should be taken into consideration in addition to test scores, i.e., English
oral language and primary language reading. 3) There is a standardized test
in Spanish designed to measure the effectiveness of the program, but it is not
consistently used throughout the District. 4) There are State laws requiring
that subjects such as reading and Math be taught for a minimum amount of time
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per day. However, the District does not require the Bilingual Program to
follow these mandates. The time for reading varies from school to school.
S) The Bilingual Program does not have a built-in mechanism to monitor its
effectiveness and/or continuity. 6) State law states that parents of LES/NES
children can sign waivers so that their children do nto have to participate
in the Bilingual Program. The law requires that these children on waivers
receive tutoring in their primary language and this requirement did not seem
to be adhered to in all schools. Of course the number of waivers at schools
such as Sherman (392 waivers) is another area of concern and puzzlement to the
Committee. This needs further investigation since the way the program is
explained influences the number of waivers obtained. The Committee could not
obtain reliable statistics on number of waivers.


In summary, this Committee found there was a definite lack of consistency
of instruction. The cause and effect of this problem is magnified by having
an extremely high transitory student population (which in many schools is as
high. as 50%). These students move and enroll in another school within the
District and are then exposed to a different level of instruction.


The situation is further complicated by the fact that there is even less
continuity from elementary to Jr. High and High School. Moreover, this lack
of instructional continuity occurs within the schools. The effectiveness of
sequence of instruction raised many serious questions. Each tea~her we
contacted had altered the sequence somewhat and all questioned the level at
which a child transitions successfully to Englis~ In interviewing teachers,
it became very apparent that they received minimal training and that this
further complicated their roles in attempting to achieve a consistent manner
of instruction. Teachers need formulation of criteria for employing instruc-
tional aides to assist them in the Bilingual program. However, teachers
rely heavily on instructional aides and it is this Committee's concern that,
because there are no guidelines or training for these aides, there is no
assurance or consistency of the primary language being spoken for instruction.
Role models are needed that can properly assist the teachers when they them-
selves have poor diction and/or a limited vocabulary. This Committee believes
this situation has created a serious porblem in the program because aides
are frequently used to teach ESL.


III. Bilingual Program for Indochinese Children


The report on the quality of education for limited and non-English speaking
South East Asian students is based primarily on the report of the Board of
Education integration analyst, Dr. John McLevie and Indochinese community
representatives.


Since 1975, the number of Indochinese students in the San Diego Unified
School District has increased steadily. During the last two years, the numbers
have increased dramatically. There are currently 5,029 limited and non-English
speaking Indochinese students. The fact that these Indochinese LES/NES students
speak five different languages has compounded tbe problem of providing quality
bilingual programming for these children. The greatest need is the lack of
bilingoal teachers and teachers' aides. There are only 17 Indochinese teachers
and 78 aides, not all of whom are bilingua. Other problems include the lack
of teaching materials in the primary languages, the lack of teachers knowledge-
able about the cultural backgrounds of these students, and the lack of communi-
cation between the schools and the Indochinese parents. For a more in-depth
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This issue of the Spanish AGP was best described by two Integration Analysts,
John McLevie and Tom Nagle. A report was submitted by them to the Board of
Education, which for the most part accurately reflects the findings of the
Committee. It is the feeling of this Committee that most of the recommenda-
tions from the Integration Analysts are sound and should be implemented
immediately.


analysis of the problem, please refer to Dr. McLevie's report to the
Board of March 24, 1981


IV. Spanish AGP


Attachment B is the Questionnaire the Committee used to obtain its informa-
tion. Because the Bilingual Program has been given minimal support since
its inception, this Committee believes that the responsibility for this program
should be at the highest administrative level so that the program receives
'appropriate attention. This would also assure that principals and teachers
see it as a District program with specific consequences for improper manage-
ment.


V. Conclusion


The Committee was able to observe a school which had an excellent Bilingual
Program. We found it to be encouraging and enlightening to recognize what
strides can be achieved when a principal makes a true commitment. It reinforced
our belief that Bilingual education can be successful. However, it also left
us with bewilderment as to why other schools did not have a quality program.


We would like to thank the teachers/instructional aides, principals, the
Hispanic community and parents for assisting us in gathering information.
We only hope that we have explained comprehensively and accurately those
issues that we were able to address. It is our hope that the Integration
Task Force will continue to monitor this program in areas such as:


Waivers/Parent Education
DISTAR and the LES/NES Child
Additional Educational Services (Health, Special Education)
Media Center/Spanish and Indochinese Materials
Staff to Meet Needs of Growing Population of LES/NES Children
Spanish A,GP


VI. Recommendations


A. Recommendations for Spanish Bil~ual Program


1. The Board should state ~ priority it w~shes its administration
to place on the Bilingual Program so that resources and personnel
may be allocated accordingly.


. ;J.Q 2.


~'


Participate in the ongoing study of bilingual education through
careful evaluation procedures and by seeking to become involved
with universities and other agencies in funded research on the
subject.


3. Assemble the Spanish language AGP materials and procure the services
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4.


""1.-J.. - . ~~ ~ve1-.t/vL .
of instructional development experts. ~ut' ~~


Implement the new AGP program next fall after~service
training for teachers, resource teachers, and'principals and top
level District administrators.


5. Add Bilingual AGP resource teachers to the present cadre of AGP
r'esource teachers. Add trained and qualified bilingual substitute
teachers to the cadre pf AGP substitute teachers.


Institute a rigorous plan for evaluation and monitoring of the
program.
Request consultants or experts in the bilingual field to review
the continuum and curriculum and recommend any necessary restruc-
turing or the development of any new materials.


8. Review the response system for providing support to teachers in
the field.


Establish a District advisory committee for the bilingual Spanish
program. This Committee should be established prior to the beginning
of school.


B. Recommendations for Indochinese Bilingual Program


In general, we support the recommendations of Dr. McLevie but we would
like to high~~~~e following:


~~
1. Su~p Q'losl'ts£ a full bilingual program for South East Asian


LES/NES students.


In recent months, there has been growing criticism of bilingual pro~
grams for LES/NES students. Unless one is aware of the theoretical
base of bilingual education and can understand the importance and
validity of such an approach, it is difficult to explain to parents
or lay people the relative merits of bilingual education. There is
a tendency to substitute English as a Second Language as the preferred
approach because of economic and staffing reasons.


2. Provide bilingual teachers aides immediately who speak the approoriate
language at a·ratio in ·conformance with the Lau standards. Provide .
full-time employment in order to reduce turnover and loss of trained
personnel.


3. Obtain credentialing waivers for a limited time in order to meet the
great demand for bilingual teachers in the classroom.


4. Provide bilingual Indochinese resource teachers and develop teaching
materials in the primary language.


5. Maintain close communication with the community.


-§-
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April 1981


ISOLATED SCHOOLS IHTH LES/NES CIULDREN


TOTAL
SCHOOL LES/NES PERCENTAGE POPULATION


Baker 75 15 515


Balboa 396 41 964


Burbank 192 48 401


Cha110s 63 15 425


Emerson 205 28 722


Freese 22 3 688


Fulton 9 2 512


Horton 69 14 502


Johnson 5 1 376


Kennedy 49 10 509


Knox 13 3 420


Logan 293 35 848


Lowell 188 48 388


Mead 94 34 277


Shuman 580 55 1,049


Stockton 97 11 505


Valencia Park 13 2 722


Webster 9 2 504


Memorial 207 25 827


O'Farrell 10 1 734


Lincoln 36 4 943


Horse 31 2 1,808


Gompus 16 2 740


TOTAL 2,672 17 15,379


TOTAL OTHER LES/NES SCHOOLS - 5,711







LES/NES CHILD & BILINGUAL PROGR&~


Name of School T.otal School Population


Check one ( ) Total LES/NES


Principal
Teacher
Aide


Total Waivers _


1. What grade levels are the Spanish continuums being used?


What grade levels are ESL continuums being used?


2. Who is responsible for explaining the Bilingual Program to parents·when they
register?


3. Who monitors the Bilingual Program?


How often?
4. How is it monitored? What is the process used? (Only if they ask what you


mea~ Do you submit continuum cards on a regular basis?)
A


5. How much time is allotted to ESL per daY?


6. How are the materials selected? Teacher Principal Resource Teacher


7. Are materials integrated between grade level? __~_~ How?


Are materials integrated between the Bilingual and English Program? How?


8. What percent of English-speaking children are in classes with LES/NES children?


9. Who conducts ESL instruction?







.I


10. How do the children in classes exit from the Bilingual Program to the
English Program?


Ask to see 20 Primary Language Cards (tarjeta descriptiva)


Ask to see 20 ESL cards


..


Ask to see 20 CTBS scores (score should be Q2 or above)


11. Why do you feel you have so manY/few waivers at your school?
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12. When do children on waivers get to use English language in a natural
setting (conversational)?


13. What extra education services are available for children On waivers?


"


14. If LES/NES child is on Distar, how do you measure the program's effectiveness?


What is done to ensure the children are learning other subjects?


15. Are LES/NES children involved in the Learning Center Program?
What kind of bilingual resources are available for them?


16. What difficulties have you had in teaching the LES/NES child?


,


.,
/
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17. What do you see as amajorproblem in your school/district in bilingual
education?


18. What support do you receive from the Bilingual Program Office? (i.e.,
kinds of support; turn around time for help in request; regular visits
from resource personnel, etc.)


"


19. Is Media Center good source for materials?


20. What percent of office staff are Spanish-speaking? _
What percent of certificated are Spanish-speaking?-----What percent of classified are Spanish-speaking? ------
What percent of office staff are Indo-Chinese-speaking?
What percent-of certLfLcatadare Indo-Chinese-speaking?
What percent of classified are Indo-Chinese-speaking?


2L Has AGP affected the Bilingual Program in any way?


c


22. Is the translated material for AGP adequate?
If not, what is needed?


, r '
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PHASE ONE
BASELINE DAT (1980)


PARENT-STUDENT







- ---CATEGORIES


1. ABILITY TO MAKE DECISIONS/CONFLICT MANAGEMENT


2. ATTITUDES TOWARD SELF
--------


3. SCHOOL RELATED CONTACTS WITH OTHER RACES


4. SCHOOL RESPONSES TO DIFFERING ETHNIC GROUPS


5. ATTITUDES TOWARD OTHER RACES


6. SUCCESS OF CITY SCHOOL'S INTEGRATION PROGRAM .
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ITEM BREAKDOWN


ABI LITY TO ~IAKE DECISIONS/CONFLICT ~tANAGBIENT


1. My usc of alcohol or other drugs.
2. Being able to solve my personal problems.
3. Getting along with other people.
4. My citizenship grades in school.
5. Finding time to study.


ATTITUDES TOWARD SELF


1. Being able to get along with'my teachers.
2. Making new friends.
3. Asking questions in class.
4, Getting along with the opposite ~ex.
5, Feeling lonely at school.


SCHOOL RELATED CONTACTS WITl-lOTHER RACES


1. The number of other races in classes,
2, Overall school activities with other races.
3. The number of minority teachers at school.


SCHOOL RESPONSES TO DIFFERING ETHNIC GROUPS


1. Feeling racial discrimination in teachers.
2. Recognition by our school for different needs of each minority group.
3. Being taught positive things about minority peoples.
4. Receiving fair treatment at this school.
S. Dis cussions about other races in my classes.


ATTITUDES TOWARD OTHER RACES


1. Feeling racial discrimination among students.
2. Being able to talk with people of other racp,.
3. The number of my friends of other races.
4. Feeling racial discrimination away from school.
S. ~Iy overall opinion of people of other races.


SCHOOL SERVICES


1. ~ly usc of school counselors.
2. ~Iy usc of the school library.
3. ~Iy attendance in school sports-either as spectator 0:- participant.
.1. ~ly attendance at other school activities.


SUCCESS OF CITY SCHOOL'S INTEGRATION PROGRA.'1


1. lic lpi np;all races to get to get along.
2. Racial integration in this school is successful.
3. Racial integration in other City SchoOlS is successful.
4. At t i tude toward other races have improved.
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.30 .6 -- ------ ---~


- - RETURN RATE = 19.6
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BOYS GIRLS


SEX
N = 1915
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PARENT QUESTIONNAIRE
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HAVE YOU PARTICIPATED IN YOUR


CHILD'S SCHOOL RACE/HUMAN
RELATIONS PROGRAM?


IS YOUR CHILD A PARTICIPANT
IN THE VOLUNTARY ETHNIC


ENROLLMENT PROGRAM?







------~- --- -- -- -------PARENT RESPONSES
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"HAVE YOU PARTICIPATED IN YOUR CHILD'S
SCHOOL'S RACE/HUMAN RELATIONS


PROGRAM?"
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PARENT RESPONSES
SR. HIGH SCHOOLS
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"HAVE YOU PARTICIPATED I YOUR CHILD'S
SCHOOL'S RACE/HUMAN RELATIONS


PROGRAM?"
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I I YES
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PARENT RACIAL GROUP X PARENT
RACE/HUMAN RELATIONS PROGRAM


PARTICIPATION
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PARENT QUESTIONNAIRE
AGGREGATE DATA


CONT.


PERCENTAGES
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100


DO YOU FEEL THAT YOUR CHILD IS BEING TAUGHT ..
POSITIVE THINGS ABOUT ALL RACIAL GROUPS? 22.3....


.... ....
.... ...40.1 lit,,


"",
15.4 e(.... .... .... ........


35.5.."
/,,


24.5r( ... ... .........
48.1'>
"""".,"12.2 c. __ --- ---


77.7


DO YOU FEEL THAT YOUR CHILD'S ATTITUDE~
TOWARD OTHER RACES HAVE IMPROVED IN THE ..
PAST YEAR?


DO YOU FEEL THAT YOUR CHILD'S ATTITUDES ..
TOWARD SELF HAVE IMPROVED IN THE PAST YEAR? 84.6


DO YOU FEEL THAT RACIAL INTEGRATION IN YOUR ..
CHILD'S SCHOOL IS SUCCESSFUL?


- ~ - --- - - ~ ---- --- -- -- --- -----
IS YOUR CHILD'S SCHOOL DOING THE BEST IT CAN ...
TO HELP ALL RACES GET ALONG WITH EACH ...
OTHER?


DO YOU FEEL.THAT RACIAL INTEGRATION IN OtHER •
SAN DIEGO CITY SCHOOLS IS SUCCESSFUL?


75.5


DO YOU FEEL THAT YOUR CHILD RECEIVES FAIR •
TREATMENT AT SCHOOL? ~_87.8


----
15.8~~~::::-::-::-<:..:.::-:-~-~-~':~"'~~8~4'2;~------------3.9 _----- 96.1..--


DO YOU FEEL THAT YOUR CHILD'S TEACHERS ARE ..
RACIALLY PREJUDICED?


DO YOU WANT YOUR CHILD TO BE TAUGHT
POSITIVE THINGS ABOUT ALL RACIAL GROUPS? ..


YES ---


NO ------
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STUDENT RESPONSES
JR. HIGH SCHOOLS


"HAVE YOU PARTICIPATED IN YOUR
SCHOOL'S RACE/HUMAN RELATIONS


PROGRAM?"
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STUDENT RESPONSES
SR. HIGH SCHOOLS


"HAVE YOU PARTICIPATED IN YOUR
SCHOOL'S RACE/HUMAN RELATIONS


PROGRAM?"
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ITEM BREAKDOWN


ABILITY TO ~lAKE DECISIONS/CONFLICT ~lANAG~1ENT


1. My use of alcohol or other drugs. (24)
2. Being able to solve my personal problems. (25)
3. Getting along with other people. (26)
4. My citizenship grades in school. (27)
5. Finding time to study. (28)


ATTITUDES TOWARD SELF
1. Being able to get along with my teachers. (7, 33)
2. Making new friends. (10)
3. Asking questions in class. (14)
4. Getting along with the opposite sex. (22, 39)
5. Feeling lonely at school. (19, 35)


i ,
2.
3.
4.
5.


Feeling racial discrimination in teachers. (n, 34)
Recognition by our school for different needs of each
Being taught positive things about minority peoples.
Receiving fair treatment at this school. (18, 45)
Discussions about other races in my classes. (46)


minority group.
(16)


(12)


SCHOOL RELATED CONTACTS WITH OTHER RACES


l.
2.
3.


The number of other races in classes. (11)
Overall school activities wi th other races.
The number of minority teachers at school.


(15)
(20, 36)


SCHOOL RESPONSES TO DIFFERING ETHNIC GROUPS


ATTITUDES TOWARD OTHER RACES
1. Feeling racial discrimination among students. (9, 40)
2. Being able to talk with people of other races. (13)
3. The number of my friends of other races. (17, 38)
4. Feeling racial discrimination away from school. (23)
5. My overall opinion of people of other races. (21, 37)


SCHOOL SERVICES
1. My use of school counselors. (29)
2. My use of the school library. (30)3. My attendance in school sports-either as spectator or participant. (31)
4. My attendance at other school activities. (32)


SUCCESS OF CITY SCHOOL'S INTEGRATION PROGRAM


1. Helping all races to get to get along. (44)
2. Racial integration in this school is successful. (42)
3. Racial integration in other City Schools is successful. (43)
4. Attitude toward other races have improved. (44)
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OVERALL PLANNING COMMITTEE


The overall planning committee took the charge from Judgy
We~h and selected areas which were not being covered by other
Task Force committees. This report covers charges 5,7,and ~.


CHARGE FIVE: "Monitor classroom achvity to determine whether
there is instruction in oral communication and of
wha t such instruction consists."


See attached report Labeled A


RECO~1MENDATION: If a choice must be made, Oral Language
communication instruction should be emphasized at the
~lementary level.


ChargE SEVEN: "Monitor, analyze and evaluate any other program or
activity which is a portinn of the deseg~on
plan and which, in the opinion of the Task Force
requires its attention."


In response to charge 7, the committee agreed to explore the
magnet schools (Bill ROhanl~ the interface between AGP and
desegration(Tom carter),~ Caree~ Centers in minority isolated
schools,(Jerry Baker)~ and programs for the Asian population.
(Eunice Winston)~


See attached reports labelled B,C,D,E.


RECO~NDATIONS:


Charge Eight: "Evaluate the overall plan as to whether meaningful
progress to alleviate 8egre~atio n is being made."


In response to charge 8, it has to be stated, as in previous
reports, that although pgDgress has been made toward eliminating


" ~#~Ao-t..",,'Iv..+od-segregation in a "!lumber o~lschools, there remains two high schools,
two junior high schools (O"Farrell will change when SCPA comes in
Fall 1981.) and fifteen elementary schools which have 80% or more







minority students. That fact alone, makes it neeessary to state that
the overall plan need~careful ateention and revie,.. The district's
figures show that from 1976 to now, 880 more majority students are
attending minority isolated schools. 517 of those studeans are
at two schools, Gompers and Webster. Withour analyzing how many
students are resident versus incoming, it is apparent that the current
number is less than adequate to relieve segre~ation in the minority
isolated achools.


The committee is well aware that the district's plan includes
programs which provide desegrated experiences for students at
many of these schools:±rW1Iltl1p,glearning centers, exchanges, Balboa
Park program and 6th grade camp. Ho,vver,because the intent~ of
the courts'¢ decissons ha~been to permanently relieve the effects of
racial isolation, the Diatrict's plan is lacking. There is no
evidence of a plan which is designed to implement,in stages, programs
which will inaire the desegration of minority isolated schools nor the
prevention of tipping schools becoming isolated. Rather, the District
seems to develop programs, hopr.they work, ch~~rlwhen they work,


WD,..J..wonderrwhat to do when they do not ,.0rk,aBdgives the impression
~ wish±ng the whole problem would go away. This mode of planning
is not adequate


The time has come for the dmstrict to expZand the current
plan for Racial Integration by more specifically stating the
desegration plans for each isolated school including not
only projected enrollment goals, but how these goals will
be met and what alternate plans will be implemeted if the
goal is not m~t. A time line for eompletion of each stage must be
included so careful analysis of progress is possible. For example,
at Lincoln High School, the Career Center seems to have a healthy
beginning,with potentiam for expansion. However, aa this time,
the Center has little impact on the total school. How long will it
take for the Career Center to be a major force on the Lincoln
campus? One, two, or five years? What if after three years
notable change has not taken place? What needs to be done to
Lincoln High school to make it a possible choice for majority students?
Is it possible? Although these are diffiuult questions, w.~out
e-asy s61atl""s;:~


2







3


easy solutions, if they are not asked there is no assurance of
progress in alleviating minority isolation.


Additionally, it would seems helpful to examine carefully
what,factors are contributi~ to sahooLs which are successfully
attracting students. iYhydo approximately 300 students chose
Encanto? How are they recruited? iYhatis the incentive? Can
it be duplicated? If not, why not? M~~Ane~d;Qte..5f
TCljSI{)\O~ i86t 23e.
o ~ = 'J.,<.N\ wt..t:iANA-~


~rogress has been madelbut not enough. The Task Force
acknowledges the successes, applauds the many individuals who
are contributing their time and energies, and notices the increaed
focus of the Board on integration questions.
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Report on the Race/Human Relations


Program


Introduction


The report of the 80-81 Race/Human Relations Program of the San
Diego Unified School District is based on the work of two committees -
the Evaluation Task Force under the leadership of Dr. Marvalene Styles,
and the Integration Task Force, race/human relations monitors chaired by
Maxine Patrick. This report is a summary of the committees' efforts.
The full text of these reports are included in the attachments.


The Evaluation Task FOrce focused on studying the race/human
relations program from several dimensions: the organizational structure,
the race/human relations program content including curriculum resource
material, evaluation/monitoring process and procedures, past evaluation
studies, and in-service training for district personnel. The race/human
relations monitors spent over 200 hours observing 21 schools. Both
committees gathered information through review of documents, interviews
and observations. Although both committees performed their studies
separately, we are pleased to report that their findings and recommenda-
tions had much in common.


Recommendations are grouped in three areas: leadership/accountability
issues, organization of the race/human relations program, and,race/
human relations work program issues.


I. Leadership and Accountability Issues
1.\ The Board of Education has not demonstrated its commitment to successful


race/human relations ro ram and must take a stron stand b desi natin
race human relations as a high priority and by insisting on full support
from the administration.
Both committees arrived at the conclusion that race/human relations


programs at the site level is only as good as the site personnel involved.
Where there is strong commitment and leadership from the site administra-
tor, there are good race/human relations programs. Unfortunately, there
is no consistency within the district, with probably many more poor programs
than good programs. The ultimate responsibility for leadership and commit-
ment must come from the Board of Education. However, leadership and
commitment must be operationalized into actions and not just words.
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1.2 Evaluation and hiring of site administrators should include consideration
of their ersonal awareness of and commitment to rovidin leadershi to
efforts aimed at aChieving successful race human relations programs.


It was evident that some schools did not carry out programs and their
students knew very little about their school's race/human relations activities.
Additionally, there are teachers at SOme schools who are quite open about their
resistance to race/human relations programs. The principal must provide leader-
ship in race/human relations and set a climate throughout the campus that pro-
motes positive race/human relations. The principal should let it be known
that uncooperative and destructive role models among the staff will not be
tolerated. Currently, principals have nothing to gain in promoting strong
race/human relations on their campus other than a pat on the back. Incorpora-
ting success in this area as part of their fitness evaluation would demonstrate
that race/human relations is indeed a priority.


2. Organization of the Race/Human Relations Program


2.1 Designate a full-time race/human relations administrator with full
authority to carry out the program reporting directly to the super-
intendent.


Under the current organizational structure, the Director of the
community relations division reports to the Superintendent. However, in
order to implement curriculum or program decisions, they must be funneled
through various levels and offices such as the Deputy Superintendent; the
Assistant Superintendent, Secondary Division; the Assistant Superintendent,
Elementary Division; the Secondary or Elementary Directors, and then the
site administrators. Although each and every individual in the chain of


command may personally be wholeheartedly in support of the race/human
relations program, the communication becomes distorted as it percolates
through the system. One facilitator noted that support for, or the priority
placed on race relations from the Board and top management seems to come


and go; the message given is that maybe race relations is important
maybe it isn't, maybe change;~an be made and maybe they can't.


and


2.2 Increase the number of Race/Human Relations Facilitators and reduce the
ratio of schools per facilitator to five.


Race/Human Relations facilitators are performing at a level difficult to
maintain. They are responsible for assisting as many as 14 schools and


• i
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cannot do justice to all their responsibilities. They have learned a lot
in the past few years and need time to pull together and organize their
information. They need time for their own in-service, to learn and to
develop teaching materials to improve the effectiveness of race/human
relations programs and in-service training for district personnel.


2.3 Provide a full-time or nearly full-time race/human relations program
director at each school to be responsible for the planning, implementation
and coordination of the race/human relations program.


Currently, the person in charge of the race/human relations program
at each school spends many hours of uncompensated time, often in the' face of
lack of support from administration and sabotage from peers. Observations
indicate that many race/human relations activities consist of "paper programs"
only and SOme sites are less than candid in reporting their activities. The
role of the chairperson and the R/HR Committee varies widely from school to
school. At SOme they are window dressing, at some they are genuinely involved,
but only in writing the plan. Implementing the school's race/human relations
plan is diffused and in schools where there is no watchdog function given
to the committee, disillusionment and even cynicism sometimes results when
the committee members have the impression that their hard work was for naught.
Race/human relations program chairs must carry, in addition to the chairing
of the race/human relations committee and the development of the R/HR plan,
their regular teaching assignments and duties.


2.4 Provide an independent monitoring unit to monitor race/human relations
progra~s throughout the district and to evaluate the programs effectiveness.


Currently there is no neutral, independent monitoring of the
race/human relations program although there have been many individuals and
committees who have attempted to evaluate the R/HR program in the past. The
district delegates to the directors the responsibility to monitor and
evaluate each site's race/human relations program. This is basically a
self-asssessment completed by the site administrator and the director.
The Task Force had commissioned a study which did not fulfill~its needs.
The Board of Education has an analyst evaluating the program. It is apparent
that evaluators are not focused on common goals and objectives, do not have
either standardized or normalized procedures, have not determined how the data
can be codified, do not have a longitudinal model for the evaluation designs,
and do not represent a common thrust.
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3. Race/Human Relations Work Program Issues


3.1 Develop alternative models of race/human relations programs which provide
a sequential developmental program with planned behavorial outcomes.


Current race/human relations programs are a collection of activities rather
than a program per se. The Me-to-We: A Guide for Developing Positive Int~Inter
Personal Relations is the main race/human relations curriculum guide. Although
an excellent collection of activities, it is not a program which is defined
as a cohesive, logical, sequential series of cognitive and affective experiences
for students and staff that will lead to changes in understanding, acceptance,
and positive interaction with peers and others who are racially/ethnically
different. Current programs at school sites are fragmented and the link between
activities is unclear.


A major omission is the lack of follow through as a result of race/human
relations activities. Debriefing at the end of each activity would enable the
participants to understand what it is they have learned from participating.
Experience has shown that both young people and adults need to have the
activities consciously tied into their lives and their world by offering
the structured opportunity to verbalize, and thereby discover, an attitude
change, an understanding or a skill which has resulted from the session.


The terminal results of a race/human relations program should be changing
behaviors, not attitudes. All race/human relations activities which are a
part of a cohesive, planned sequence should identify behavorial outcomes.


3.2 Expand the definition of race relations and ensure that there is COmmon
understanding of the intent and meaning of the program throughout the
staff •


Several years ago the emphasis of race/human relations programs was on
human relations. The Integration Task· Force recommended that the focus should
be on race relations, however, there is still a tendency to focus on similarities
rather than differences because of the fear that emphasizing differences creates
or exacerbates problems. This is the "I don't see color, I just see people"
syndrome. It needs to be pointed out that ignoring race denies the race of
the non-white person, denies the existence of his/her color, denies whatever
life experiences he/she has had that is related to belonging to a different
ethnic group, and by extension, denies his/her true self.
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• Race relations, however, must also emphasize "relations". Race
relations needs to be defined as more than a focus on how race makes us
different. Race relations is the same as human relations except in a racial
context and should be viewed as the dynamics of communication, collaboration
and conflict management among racially diverse people.


3.3 Provide support services to the race/human relations effort to enable
the facilitators to function more effectively.


Currently there is no central, annonated file on the wealth of material
available for race/human relations teaching or training, although the materials
dealing directly with race and race relations are limited. Usage of available
material is hampered due to a variety of reasons such as the lack of annotated
listing of multi-~dia materials, fragmentation of resource collections,
lack of in-service to teachers on the use of these materials, lack of awareness
of effective race/human relations materials, etcetera. There is no way of
monitoring which materials are being used or how often they are used. A
computerized system for tracking usage needs to be considered. More materials
are needed which deals specifically with race relations and the facilitators
need to"be provided, time to organize materials they have developed and found
effective.


3.4 In~sefvice,~raining for all district personnel needs to be improved and
InCIuded as paid time.


There is strong agreement that although much race/human relations in-
service is offered to teachers, not enough teachers choose to take advantage
of it, many resent it and consider the in-service a waste of time, and many do
not perceive the need for it. Teachers have questioned the need for ten hours
of mandated race/human relations training. Often, the response to challenges
to the ten hours have been to lay the blame on the Court.


The 10 hours of in-service takes many forms. The Race/Human Relations
team offers a series of workshops for which individual teachers may sign up
afternoons, evenings or Saturdays. They do not receive pay; the credit
received advances them toward a higher pay level. Sometimes an entire staff
uses a minimum day after school, before school or on weekends to have the
lace/human relations facilitator team present a workshop to them as a group.
Sometimes the staff chooses to use their minimum days or other time to meet
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the 10 hour requirement by having a speaker or taking a field trip. Some of
these experiences lead to further skill, knowledge or awareness on the part
of the majority of the staff members; some of them lead to absolutely no
growth in any area for anybody.


As with the race/human relations programs for students, the in-service
training for teachers is a series of unrelated workshops or experiences. It
is possible that because there are limited, recognizable outcomes presently,
teacher resentment to the 10 hours of mandated in-service is further heightened.
There is a need for sequential, developmental in-service training based on
the specific identified needs of the staff.







'J
Report on the Race/Human Relations


Program


Introduction


The report of the 80-81 Race/Human Relations Program of the San
Diego Unified School District is based on the work of two committees -
the Evaluation Task Force under the leadership of Dr. Marvalene Styles,
and the Integration Task Force, race/human relations monitors chaired by
Maxine Patrick. This report is a summary of the committees' efforts.
The full text of these reports are included in the attachments.


The Evaluation Task Force focused on studying the race/human
relations program from several dimensions: the organizational structure,
the race/human relations program content including curriculum resource
material, evaluation/monitoring process and pro~edures, past evaluation
studies, and in-service training for district personnel. The race/human
relations monitors spent over 200 hours observing 21 schools. Both
committees gathered information through review of documents, interviews
and observations. Although both committees performed their studies
separately, we are pleased to report that their findings and recommenda-
tions had much in common.


Recommendations are grouped in three areas: organization of the
race/human relations program, leadership/accountability issues, and race/
human relations work program issues.Ra Organization of the Race/Human Relations Program


-J--;-\ • Designate a full-time race/human relations administrator with full
authority to carry out the program reporting directly to the super-
intendent.


Under the current organizational structure, the Director of the
community relations division reports to the Superintendent. However, in
order to implement curriculum or program decisions, they must be funneled
through various levels and offices such as the Deputy Superintendent; the
Assistant Superintendent, Secondary Division; the Assistant Superintendent,
Elementary Division; the Secondary or Elementary Directors, and then the
site administrators. Although each and every individual in the chain of
command may personally be wh~leheartedly in support of the race/human
relations program, the communication becomes distorted as it percolates
through the system. One facilitator noted that support for, or the priority
placed on race relations from the Board and top management seems to come
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and go; the message given is that maybe race relations is important and
maybe it isn't, maybe changes can be made and maybe they can't.


~
1.2 Provide a full-time or nearly full-time 'ace/human relations program


director at each school to be responsible for the planning, implementation
and coordination of the race/human relations program.


Currently, the person in charge of the race/human relations program
at each school spends many hours of uncompensated time, often in the face of
lack of support from administration and sabotage from peers. Observations
indicate that many race/human relations activities consist of "paper programs"
only and some sites are less than candid in reporting their activities. The
role of the chairperson and the R/HR Committee varies widely from school to
school. At some they are window dressing, at some they are genuinely involved,
but only in writing the plan. Implementing the school's race/human relations
plan is diffused and in schools where there is no watchdog function given
to the committee, disillusionment and even cynicism sometimes results when
the committee members have the impression that their hard work was for naught.
Race/human relations program chairs must carry, in addition to the chairing
of the race/human relations committee and the development of the R/HR plan,
their regular teaching assignments and duties.


Provide an independent monitoring unit to monitor race/human relations
programs throughout the district and to evaluate the programs effectiveness.


Currently there is no neutral, independent monitoring of the
race/human relations program although there have been many individuals and
committees who have attempted to evaluate the R/HR program in the past. The
district delegates to the directors the responsibility to monitor and
evaluate each site's race/human relations program. This is basically a
self-asssessment completed by the site administrator and the director.
The Task Force had commissioned a study which did not fulfill~its needs.
The Board of Education has an analyst evaluating the program. It is apparent
that evaluators are not focused on common goals and objectives, do not have
either standardized or normalized procedures, have not determined how the data
can be codified, do not have a longitudinal model for the evaluation designs,
and do not represent a common thrust.


-------------
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Increase the number of Race/Human Relations Facilitators and reduce the
ratio of sch.9ls per facilitator to five.


Race/Human Relations facilitators are performing at a level difficult to
maintain. They are responsible for assisting as many as 14 schools and
cannot do justice to all their responsibilities. They have learned a lot
in the past few years and need time to pull together and organize their
information. They need time for their own in-se!vice, to learn and to
develop teaching materials to improve the effectiveness of race/human
relations programs and in-service training for district personnel.


~ Leadership and Accountability Issues


The Board of Education must take a strong stand in support of race/
human relations and designate race/human relations as a high priority.,


Both committees arrived at the conclusion that race/human relations
programs at the site level is only as good as the site personnel involved.
Where there is st~ong commitment and leadership from the site administra-
tor, there are good race/human relations programs. Unfortunately, there
is no consistency within the district, with probably many more poor programs
than good programs. The ultimate responsibility for leadership and commit-
ment must come from the Board of Education. However, leadership and
commitment must be operationalized into actions and not just words.


2.2 Evaluation and hiring of site administrators should include consideration
of their personal awareness of and commitment to providing leadership to
efforts aimed at aChieving successful race/human relations programs.


It was evident that some schools did not carry out programs and their
students knew very little about their school's race/human relations activities.
Additionally, there are teachers at SOme schools who are quite open about their
resistance to race/human relations programs. The principal must provide leader-
ship in race/human relations and set a climate throughout the campus that pro-
motes positive race/human relations. The principal should let it be known
that uncooperative and destructive role models among the staff will not be
tolerated. Currently, principals have nothing to gain in promoting strong
race/human relations on their campus other than a pat on the back. Incorpora-
ting success ~n this area as part of their fitness evaluation would demonstrate
that race/human relations is indeed a priority.
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Race/Human Relations Work Program Issues


3.1 levale, alternative models of race/human relations programs which provide
a sequential developmental program with planned behavorial outcomes.


Current race/human relations programs are a collection of activities rather
than a program per se. The Me-to-We: A Guide for Developing positive In~Inter
Personal Relations is the main race/human relations curriculum guide. Although
an excellent collection of activities, it is not a program which is defined
as a cohesive, logical, sequential series of cognitive and affective experiences
for students and staff that will lead to changes in understanding, acceptance,
and positive interaction with peers and others who are racially/ethnically
different. Current programs at school sites are fragmented and the link between
activities is unclear.


A major omission is the lack of follow through as a result of race/human
relations activities. Debriefing at the end of each activity would enable the
participants to understand what it is they have'learned from participating.
Experience has shown that both young people and adults need to have the
activities consciously tied into their lives and their world by offering
the structured opportunity to verbalize, and thereby discover, an attitude
change, an understanding or a skill which has resulted from the session.


The terminal results of a race/human relations program should be changing
behaviors, not attitudes. All race/human relations activities which are a
part of a cohesive, planned sequence should identify behavorial outcomes.


3.2 Expand the definition of race relations and ensure that there is common
understanding of the intent and meaning of the program throughout the
staff.


Several years ago the emphasis of race/human relations programs was on
human relations. The Integration Task Force recommended that the focus should
be on race relations, however, there is still a tendency to focus on similarities
rather than differences because of the fear that emphasizing differences creates
or exacerbates problems. This is the "I don't see color, I just see people"
syndrome. It needs to be pointed out that ignoring race denies the race of
the non-white person, denies the existence of his/her color, denies whatever
life experiences he/she has had that is related to belonging to a different
ethnic group, and by extension, denies his/her true self.







3.3 Provide support services to the race/human ~elations effort to enable
the facilitators to function more effectively.
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Race relations, however, must also emphasize "relations". Race
relations needs to be defined as more than a focus on how race makes us
different. Race relations is the same as human relations except in a racial
context and should be viewed as the dynamics of communication, collaboration
and conflict management among racially diverse people.


currently there is no central, annonated file on the wealth of material
available for race/human relations teaching or training, although the materials
dealing directly with race and race relations are limited. Usage of available
material is hampered due to a variety of reasons such as the lack of annotated
listing of multi-~4ia materials, fragmentation of resource collections,
lack of in-service to teachers on the use of these materials, lack of awareness
of effective race/human relations materials, etcetera. There is no way of
monitoring which materials are being used or how often they are used. A
computerized system for tracking usage needs to be considered. More materials
are needed which deals specifically with race relations and the facilitators
need to"be provided time to organize materials they have developed and found
effective.


3.4 tn~servic~.~raining for all district personnel needs to be improved and
InCluded as paid time.


There is strong agreement that although much race/human relations in-
service is offered to teachers, not enough teachers choose to take advantage
of it, many resent it and consider the in-service a waste of time, and many do
not perceive the need for it. Teachers have questioned the need for ten hours
of mandated race/human relations training. Often, the response to challenges
to the ten hours have been to lay the blame on the Court.


The 10 hours of in-service takes many forms. The Race/Human Relations
team offers a series of workshops for which individual teachers may sign up -
afternoons, evenings or Saturdays. They do not receive pay; the credit
received advances. them toward a higher pay level. Sometimes an entire staff
uses a minimum day after school, before school or on weekends to have the
race/human relations facilitator team present a workshop to them as a group.
Sometimes the staff chooses to use their minimum days or other time to meet
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the 10 hour requirement by having a speaker or taking a field trip. Some of
these experiences lead to further skill, knowledge or awareness on the part
of the majority of the staff members; some of them lead to absolutely no
growth in any area for anybody.


As with the race/human relations programs for students, the in-service'
training for teachers is a series of unrelated workshops or experiences. It
is possible that because there are limited, recognizable outcomes presently,
teacher resentment to the 10 hours of mandated in-service is further heightened.
There is a need for sequential, developmental in-service training based on
the specific identified needs of the staff.





